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There was a time when everything seemed so big and all we saw was the ground and what was in front of our eyes.
But as time progressed, we began to see more. Over, above, about and beyond. The monkey bars looked smaller, and the world looked much, much BIGGER!
But now,
after years of learning, experience, fighting our way
OUTSIDE

through the too-crowded D-wing intersection
UP & DOWN
we're starting
(just a little)
to see things how they really are...
AROUND AND AROUND AROUND AROUND
from our own PERSPECTIVE.
And we're starting
(just a little)
to realize that our perspectives
of our friends
of West
of Life
are not the only ways
of looking
at the world.
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And morning bells ring

and carried by a calico crowd
thru' the intersection at D and F wing
I am moved to E to the edge of someone's laughter
counterpoint to someone's fear of tears.

I hear someone won today
and someone lost
someone's worried
and someone's so relieved!

And I feel for my glasses-- my papers and my pens
while the crazyquilt before me is pieced within.
It spreads out with hurry and confusion and then
strangely comes together-- the real and the pretend

It is personal
yet it is universal
It is plain to me
but is never simple
folding as it does
on the principle of 'try'
on the dignity of work
on the adventure of risk
to be the hero of my failure
or the heel of my success

The wrap of the dream without
and the dream within
this quiltschool crazyday:

What shall I do about . . .

Who will know . . .

Someone has to take . . .

I've lost my . . .

I need some . . .

Hand me your test

and morning bells will ring.
Dear Class of 1995:

Congratulations to you and your families upon your graduation from High School West. You are entering a world that has changed dramatically since you entered school; from the dismantling of the Berlin Wall to the fall of communism in Eastern Europe; from a technological revolution to instant communications; all of these changes make your future exciting and challenging. I hope your experiences at West, the friends you have made, the faculty who have guided you, will help you meet the challenges of the future.

Good luck and best wishes!

Sincerely,

Richard A. Simon
Principal
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2. Joanne Reilly.
5. Susan Dashoff.
6. Margaret Blithe.
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Practice.
The regular locker room crowd
All of us
Crammed into a space that
I swear
Was only made for three or four people.
"Is that your sock or mine?"
Ten precious pre-practice minutes
Squandered
Searching for that grimy-gray scrap of paper -
A locker combination scribbled
In an eager, first-day-of-practice flourish.
Open lockers reveal
Still-damp practice jerseys:
Leftovers from the last four weeks of practice.
And the usual struggles with knotted shoelaces
Missing mouthguards
And taped ankles --
They all disappear in the three-o'clock
We're-late-for-practice-again
Scramble.
This spring, the West baseball team had a highly successful season. Coached by Mr. Trotman, the Lions finished the season with a 15-10 record. One of the highlights of the 1994 season was a trip to the Grand Slam Invitational Tournament in Arizona. During the five day tournament, the Lions had a 2-2 record. Chris Martine and Jason Floiry won spots on the All Olympic Conference Team and Brad Napoli received an All Olympic Conference Team Honorable Mention.

1. From the outfield, Chris Ergood relays the throw.
2. On first base, Jonathan Fisher keeps a close eye on the baserunner.
5. Behind the plate, Chris Martine prepares for the pitch.
6. Frank Salerno throws for the final out against Paul VI.
7. The Lions congratulate Keith Moore as he scores a run.
8. Sliding into second, Brad Napoli moves into scoring position.
9. Matt Halpin rounds the bases towards second.
10. Robb Martine leads off, preparing to steal second.
11. Brian Carroll prepares to throw a curveball.
12. Jason Floiry hits yet another double.
13. Coach Trotman surveys his team.
With the return of seniors Danielle DeFeco and Heather Hoffman and the arrival of five promising freshmen, the Lady Lions softball team began their 1994 season prepared for the competition. Under the leadership of MVP Donna Hind, the Lady Lions showed enormous potential, beating arch-rival Cherry Hill East 18-4. Freshman Kelly Woodcock, the Lady Lions’ starting pitcher, wowed the opposing teams’ batters with her outstanding ability. At the end of the 1994 season, the Lady Lions could look back on a wonderful season filled with pride, accomplishments, and memories.
1. Lisa Lysak prepares to make an out. 2. Stepping up to the plate, Heather Hoffman attempts to advance the Lady Lions. 3. Nancy Digneo scores a run. 4. On the mound, Danielle DeFeo prepares to throw the perfect pitch. 5. Theresa Marrara makes a catch. 6. Behind the plate, Donna Hind takes the catcher's position.


Sports
With only three starting team members returning for the 1994 season, the West girls’ lacrosse team had to double their efforts in order to have a winning season. Finishing the year with a record of 10-7, the Lady Lions placed second in the Mohawk Division. Goalie Susan Back was named to the All South Jersey First Team, and Hy-Yun Rhee and Julia Dunworth were named to the All South Jersey Second Team. Winning spots on the Mohawk Division First Team were Diane Brownell and Heather Blauvelt. Julia Dunworth, with 48 goals, was the team’s leading scorer.
With five experienced seniors leading the team, West's boys' tennis team had a very successful season. Forging a solid record from a challenging schedule, the players clearly showed their devotion to success. This year, every varsity team member qualified for the Olympic Conference Tournament, and one doubles team, consisting of Metraj Mohiuddin and Hal Neeman, advanced to the semifinals of the state tournament. Congratulations to the boys' tennis team on a terrific season.
1. Hitting a powerful forehand, Casey Marshall defeats his opponent. 2. In the backcourt, Muraj Mohiuddin returns a tough forehand. 3. Rick Hohmann prepares for a backhand return. 4. Following through on his swing, Gary Bergman effortlessly deflates a shot. 5. During a warm up, the team prepares for an intense match. 6. Watching from the bench, Coach Dr. Brown encourages the team. 7. 1994 BOYS' TENNIS TEAM: FRONT ROW: Maron Man, John Conwell, Hal Neuman, Majid Mohiuddin, Muraj Mohiuddin, Jason Conwell. SECOND ROW: Ken Nixley, Tom Nixley, Chad Downing, Gregg Freedman, Gary Bergman, Justin Garrison, Rick Hohmann, Casey Marshall, Dr. Brown. 8. Majid Mohiuddin perfects his forehand. 9. Posing for the camera, Eric Stablin takes a break. 10. While waiting for the return, Gregg Freedman plots his next move.
Finishing the year with a 2-5 record, West's boys track team had a tough season. Hard working and dedicated, the Lions strove towards perfection in every meet. In one of the most exciting segments of the 1994 season, the boys track team competed in the Penn Relays. Several individuals made their mark on this year's team. D.C. Braswell had an outstanding personal record of 21.0. Also, D.C. broke a West record in the 400 meter race, won All Group Four Honors, and finished third and ninth in sectional and state tournaments, respectively. Jamie Gaymon, West's discus thrower, placed eleventh in the state tournament. Key runners were Ed Devlin and Casey Coleman.
1. Liz Watson cleans up the competition. 2. Swapping strategies, Mrs. Sablich and Mr. Britton prepare for the upcoming meet. 3. Melissa Majken prepares to throw the discus. 4. Steering past the opposing, Jon Jennings takes the lead. 5. Dana Pilla glides over the high jump bar. 6. Coming in for a landing, Keisha Hicklyn makes her try at the long jump a success. 7. Silver Foxworth ‘hurler’ towards victory. 8. Jon Jennings, Jonny Lander, and Cindy Wai warm up. 9. Defying gravity, Tashanique Lewis exemplifies the long jump. 10. Judy Sandersそaris the final lap. 11. Nena Moore races towards victory. 12. 1994 GIRLS’ TRACK TEAM.

FRONT ROW: Judy Sanders, Dana Pilla, Elizabeth Watson, Tashanique Lewis. SECOND ROW: Mildred Santon, Cindy Wai, Jonny Lander, Jennifer Jennings, Kristin Gay, Lindsay Melton, Monique Fontella. THIRD ROW: Mr. Britton, Danielle Meheer, Silver Foxworth, Olga Moree, Tina Tott, Keisha Hicklyn, Nena Moore, Lacy Segal, Jeanne Wai, Mr. Pilla, Mrs. Sablich.
With the return of several top athletes, West's 1994 girls' track team was prepared to begin yet another season. Nena Moore earned recognition in the short distance races and the long jump. Also, Jen Jennings and Jenny Lander made major contributions to the team in long-distance running. Seniors Dana Pilla and Melissa Majikes scored victories for the Lady Lions in the field events.
2. Pedro Carrasquillo sets for his teammate. 3. Aaron Pennell moves in for the kill. 4. Brandon Kiarman makes a diving shot. 5. Alan Jacobie spikes the ball over the net. 6. Garrett Walker prepares to return the ball. 7. Ray Mendoza waits for the perfect shot. 8. Wojtek Szymkowiak bumps the ball. 9. Holy Volleyball, Batman!
Celebrating a 12-2 record, the West boys' volleyball first team had a fantastic season last spring. Led by South Jersey All-Stars Aaron Pesnell and Pedro Carpasquito, the team demonstrated enormous potential. Thrilled by the performance of the team in the first year of the South Jersey Volleyball League, Coach Sweeten anxiously awaits spiking down the competition next year. Losing solely to East last year and with an overwhelming majority of players returning, the West boys' volleyball first team is looking hot!

Sweeten's second team had comparable success, coming even closer to going undefeated than the first team. The second team, led by Kirk Jones and Brian Hwang, went 13-1, suffering a close loss to East in the final week of the season after defeating them in the previous month. Both the first and second teams look promising for the 1995 spring season.
1. 1994 GOLF TEAM: LEFT TO RIGHT: Franck Kobate, Mark Seger, Mr. Page, Alex Ronning, Kevin Knott, Chad Hrimek, Joe Giordano, Rob Oehinger, Karl Poole. 2. Franck Kobate follows his shot to the fairway. 3. Showing of his winning form, Rob Oehinger hits the ball. 4. Joe Giordano lines up the putt for par. 5. Going for another hole-in-one, Alex Ronning driven off. 6. Chad Hrimek admires another great shot. 7. Kevin Knott checks for a divot after chipping from the green.
In 1994, Cherry Hill West's golf team had one of its best seasons ever. Anchored by Captain Alex Ronning and Assistant Captains Rob Obringer, Joe Giordano, and Karl Poote, the players set a standard for excellence. Chad Hrivnak, Frank Kahute, Kevin Krutoff, and Eric Houser laid a strong foundation for the team. This year, West won four matches. A major highlight of the season was Karl Poote's second place win in the Olympic American Conference tournament. Remembering that their main focus was to play hard, West's golf team had an unforgettable season.
3. From the sideline, Coach Thompson directs the defense.
4. Sue Back and Lisa Lysak move the ball down the field.
5. VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY TEAM:
   FRONT ROW: Linda Portucci, Danielle Soed, Sue Back, Jodi Dorato, Carolyn Thorpe, Cheryl Rispoli.
   SECOND ROW: Sarah Dunsworth, Kristin Guy, Melissa Monzo, Lindsay Melton, Karen Jones.
   THIRD ROW: Nikki Ippolito, Melanie Rose, Erica Johnson, Lisa Lysak, Gina Doddy.
6. Dashing by a defender, Kristin Guy steals the ball.
7. Goalie Erica Johnson charges down the field.
8. Jodi Dorato scores another goal for West.
9. Melanie Rose defends the Lady Lions' goal.
10. JV FIELD HOCKEY TEAM:
    FRONT ROW: Tara Zanzinger, Terry Mataszak, Katherine Corrigan, Dawn Davidson, Dana Pastiorius, Celine Mizzah.
    SECOND ROW: Stacey Eldelman, Sarah Henderson, Renee Bruskeff, Nancy Copenhagen, Joelyn Wetherby, Gina Hart, Denise Theisen.
    THIRD ROW: Sarah Chattin, Rachel Horenstein, Andrea Gleckler, Lauren Migliaccio, Katie Lamond, Anika Kuhlman, Kristin Erhard, Lindsey Widerman.
NOT PICTURED: Michelle Harp.
11. Melanie Rose passes the ball for the assist.
Strengthened by an excellent defense, West's field hockey team finished the season with a 7-5-5 record. Many individual players had an impact on the Lady Lions. Goalie Erica Johnson was a standout, amassing 210 saves and 10 shutouts. Erica's statistics led to her selection to the All South Jersey and All State Teams. Chosen as members of the All Olympic Conference Team were Seniors Carolyn Thorpe, Kristin Guy, and Gina Doddy. The Lady Lions honored Karen Jones, Gina Doddy, and Lisa Lysak as the team's unsung heroes.
The Cross Country team finished among the top 20 teams in South Jersey. Despite several injuries, the girls finished with a record of 4-3. Through hard work, the veterans and four freshmen contributed their best. Ranked third in their conference, the boys completed the season with a record of 5-2. In addition, Senior Ed Devlin qualified for the Group IV State Champions; while, co-captain Casey Coleman was named the most valuable runner.

1. At the Gloucester County College course, Lucy Segal places fourth. 2. Mr. Mitidieri and Mr. Semar time the boys at the finish line. 3. GIRLS’ CROSS COUNTRY TEAM: FRONT ROW: Jeanine Wai, Kathy Smith, Tina Butler, Kylie Owings, Caroline Barth, Mildred Santos. SECOND ROW: Jen Jennings, Lucy Segal, Amanda Shaw, Mimi Romeo, Cindy Wai, Jenny Lander, Dana Seidner, Mr. O’Donnell. 4. Sprinting past a group of runners, Jen Jennings finishes first for West. 5. Ed Devlin warms up before a State Tournament meet. 6. BOYS’ CROSS COUNTRY TEAM: FRONT ROW: Kevin Signan, Kirk Iveson, Jack Chiang, Karl Erhardt, Fred Hendrickson, Saul Freedman. SECOND ROW: Greg Grossman, Kevin Hilyard, Sherif Fahmy, Chad Lazar, Dave Boytin, Brian O’Neill, Nick Strasser, Jamie Grome, Luke Semar, Mr. Mitidieri. NOT PICTURED: Sean Armour, Casey Coleman, Ed Devlin, Mike Mentzitz. 7. David Boytin challenges the opponent. 8. Casey Coleman attempts to pass a runner from Cherry Hill East. 9. After three miles, Jenny Lander sprints the last 300 yards. 10. The boys’ team lines up for the Sectional Tournament at Kingsway. 11. Mr. O’Donnell times runners at the Holmdale Park finish line.
Before West students returned to school in September, the members of West's football team were practicing in the heat of summer. With only six starters returning, the Lions worked hard in order to make the 1994 season a successful one. The team's Captains, Deron Braswell, Chris Dilba, and Joe Gmaz, were all selected as members of the First Team All Group Four and the First Team All Olympic Conference. Marc Monichetti commented, "It was a great bonding experience. Football helped me discover who I am." The team would like to commend Coach Smith, who will be retiring this year, for his many years of hard work and dedication.
1. At the line of scrimmage, Quarterback Joe Gnaz calls an audible.
1. 1995 Varsity Cheerleaders: Liz Petrella, Claudette Vitarelli, Christine Peluso, Shannon Reilly. **Second Row:** Erica Hoyer, Jeanine O Clone, Allysa McDevitt. **Third Row:** Danielle Mebs, Elizabeth Newson, Sarah Lyons, Silver Foxworth. 2. Coach Sablich. 3. The varsity cheerleaders perform at a West basketball game. 4. Between routines at a football game, West cheerleaders pose for a quick photo. 5. JV cheerleaders do perform a pom-pom routine. 6. Before a football game, varsity cheerleaders practice a drill. 7. "Let's go, Lions!" 8. Varsity cheerleaders perfect their pyramid. 9. On the field at homecoming, the cheerleaders do a dance routine. 10. At halftime, varsity cheerleaders take the floor.
With only three seniors returning to the squad, West’s cheerleaders met the challenge of a difficult season with success. Many of this year’s cheerleaders attended a four day long camp, where they further improved techniques such as dances, jumps, and stunts. Senior Captain Sarrah Lyons said, “We have done amazingly well for being composed of mostly all freshmen. We are a young team that has a lot of potential.”
While starting late in the year, West's gymnastics teams dedicated themselves to the goal of an outstanding season. The boys' team placed third in the league championships. Ben Strawn won second place in the all-around division and Dan Cestare won third place in the vault. Although the girls' gymnastics team had to cope with a change in coaches and numerous injuries, the Lady Lions improved their scores in every meet. All-around competitors Lisa Maroccia, Erica Heyer, Laura Gannon, and Amy Arrison were great assets to the team.
When most fall sports team members were returning their uniforms, the West boys' soccer team was still going strong. Coached by Mr. Sleeth, the Lions won the South Jersey Group Four title and qualified for the state tournament. Advancing to the state finals, the Lions played an exciting game in the pouring rain against Clifton, the third-ranked team in the United States. Goalie Anthony DiMichele, the team's Most Valuable Player, was named to both the All South Jersey and All State teams. Senior Aaron Pesnell and Junior Brad Malin were selected as members of the All Olympic Conference Team.
1. Coach Sleeth commands his players from the sidelines.

2. 1994 BOYS' VARSITY SOCCER TEAM:
FRONT ROW: Nick Sexton, Dave Pente, Brad Malin, Sean Evans, Matt Hafiej, Mike Theil, Pat Wilkens, Mike Fiora, Mike Young.

3. John Holt driven the ball to the goal area.
4. With intricate footwork, Pat Wilkens evades a defender.
5. In the backfield, Jim O'Donnell traps the ball.
6. Center forward Aaron Pennell entrusts a defender.
7. In a State Tournament Semi-Final game against Bridgewater-Raritan, goalie Anthony DiMichele saves the game with a block.
8. Sophomore Haile Jones charges into an opponent.
9. With a powerful kick, halfback Brad Malin sends the ball flying down the field.
Grueling drills and conditioning runs paid off for the Lady Lions varsity soccer team. Their motto was: Give 100% and you’ll always be on top. In an exciting season, the team lived up to Coach Don Murray’s expectations. The highlight of the season occurred when the Lady Lions beat the then undefeated Haddonfield team 3-2. The team elected First Team All Olympic Conference member Heather Blauvelt as the Most Valuable Player, Melissa Montalvo as the Most Improved Player, and Jamie Whitlock as the unsung hero.
1. 1994 GIRLS' JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER TEAM:
Cherry Hill West's girls' tennis team had a
tough season in 1994. In a grueling schedule
during which the girls played as many as five
matches a week, injuries and weather affected
their performance. Coached by Dr. Brown,
the team worked towards a successful season.
After only a few practices in early September,
the girls began their season with a match
against top-ranked Moorestown Friends.
Throughout the season, the girls' tennis team
maintained a positive outlook, and each team
member improved her skills.
1. GIRLS' TENNIS TEAM:  

FRONT ROW: Michelle Khan, Amy Gallagher, Christina Khan, Aviva Kaplan.  

SECOND ROW: Dr. Brown, Marla Schiffer, Sandi Rudenstein, Erin Williams, Jen Garfunkel, Rebecca Effler, Eleanor Katz, Lisa Kemp.  

NOT PICTURED: Geraldine Stoune, Nicole Jantorno.  

2. Toeing the baseline, Michelle Khan awaits her opponent's serve.  
3. Lisa Kemp, with her powerful serve, aced the opposing player.  
4. Christina Khan leaps for the overhead smash.  
5. Preparing for the return, Eleanor Katz judges the speed of a forehand shot.  
6. Becky Effler, running behind the baseline, attempts an unorthodox shot.  
7. Marla Schiffer returns the shot for match point.  
8. Literally, "on her toes", Sandi Rudenstein wins a point with her strong forehand.  
9. Aviva Kaplan nails a blistering backhand to win the set.  
10. In the backcourt, Erin Williams lobes the ball back over the net.  
11. During practice, Jen Garfunkel perfects the technique of her swing.
The West girls volleyball team, coached by Mr. Flieder, finished the season with a 10-7 record narrowly missing the league title. In the first round of the state tournament, the Lady Lions, seated fifteenth, lost to the second-ranked team in New Jersey. West's girls volleyball team congratulates Dawn Pettek, a First Team All-Star, and Marcey Johnson, a First Team Honorable Mention selection. The Lady Lions would like to thank assistant coach Brian Lo for all his hard work and dedication to the team.
1. Ready to set, Tsu-Ling Kuo bumps the ball.

Girls' Volleyball
Ranked among the top 15 teams in South Jersey, West's boys' basketball team had a terrific season this year. Co-champions of the Olympic American Conference, the Lions also won the Overbrook Holiday Tournament. This season, Anthony Socci and Anthony DiMichele passed the 1,000 point mark. Junior Julian Dunley was named to Second Team All South Jersey.
1. After stealing the ball from an opponent, Donna Hind is awarded a foul shot. 2. Laura Vogel shoots from the sideline to tie the game. 3. At center court, the starting line-up plans their strategy. 4. Heather Blauvelt assists a team member for an alley-oop. 5. 1995 GIRLS' FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM: FRONT ROW: Tina Butler, Jessica Vemohi,和. SECOND ROW: Kylie Owings, Kelly Guy, and Jackie Risped. THIRD ROW: Beth Greway, Erin Bates, Erica Polk, Joy Alexander, Colleen Murray, Helen Romanos, Mr. Gurst. 6. 1995 GIRLS' VARSITY AND JV BASKETBALL TEAMS: FRONT ROW: Markia Johnson, Donna Hind, Lindsey Ermey. SECOND ROW: Sara Cholin, Dawn Pette, Michelle Board, Laura Vogel, Corten Ehlers, Kelly Woodcock. THIRD ROW: Mr. O'Donnell, Irv Rhodes, Heather Blauvelt, Danielle Socci, Dawn McCargo, Katherine Erhart, Jaime Elias, Stephanie Mestichelli. 7. With five minutes remaining in the quarter, Lindsey Ermey gains control of the ball. 8. Preparing for a lay-up, Lindsey Ermey defies gravity. 9. Freshman Jaime Elias sneaks the ball to a team member. 10. Coach O'Donnell plots a defensive play to keep the opposing team from scoring.
Achieving their season goal of qualifying for the state tournament, the West's girls' varsity basketball team ended the 1995 season with a 12-12 record. One of the most satisfying events of the season was the Lady Lions' two wins over arch-rival Cherry Hill East. Aided by Heather Blauvelt's skilled passing, team captains Lindsey Erney, Markia Johnson, and Donna Hind were responsible for the majority of points and rebounds. Other contributors to the varsity effort included juniors Ivri Rhodes, Dawn McCargo, and Katherine Erhardt, and sophomores Tracy Patella and Stephanie Mastichelli.
The 1995 West bowling teams rose to a position of power very quickly this year. At the beginning of the season, both the boys’ and girls’ teams ranked first in the Olympic American Conference. Ultimately, the boys finished third and the girls finished second. At the sectional tournament, the Lady Lions placed first and qualified for the state tournament.
Under the guidance of Coach Sweeten and captains, Laurel Singer and Melanie Rose, the girls' team excelled in every meet. Team members who qualified for the state tournament included Meredith Ward, Karyn Singer, and Jenelle Ritchie. The 1995 boys' swim team, led by coach Mr. Fisher and captains Dave Flynn, Nick Garnett, and Ken Landis, defended South Jersey League championship. The Lions' regular season ended with a record of 12-0. Also, the group finished with the fastest time in South Jersey for the 200 medley. Top performers included Adam Ritchie, Jesse Palmer, and Chuck Lauderback.
I. 1995 GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM

This year, West's wrestling team had a groundbreaking season. For the first time in fifteen years, West defeated rival Paul VI. At the Edgewood Holiday Tournament, Chris Staniec and Brian Lockwood placed second in their weight classes. Also, in the State Tournament in Atlantic City, Chris Staniec placed third in his weight class. Captains Brian Lockwood, Chris Staniec, Tim Gismonde, and Tony Aumiller led the team throughout a strong season.
1. Anthony DePaul struggles with his opponent.
2. Preparing for a match, Chris Staniec puts on his head guard.
3. Mike Young maneuvers to take-down his opponent.
4. Brian Lockwood pins the opposing wrestler.
5. Jeff Sexton goes for the pin.
6. Brian Mello stares down the opposing wrestler.
7. Irv Lamb puts his opponent in a head-lock.
9. After a tough match, Matt Alemi raises his arm in victory.
12. 1995 JV WRESTLING TEAM: FRONT ROW: Mike Lewis, John Ullner, Jim Gillis, Anthony DePaul, Jeff Sexton. BACK ROW: Mike Young, Anthony Tottorito, Spencer Adamson, Brian Mello, Mr. Nelson.
1994-95 ALL-STARS

SPRING

BASEBALL
Jason Flory
Chris Martine
Brad Napoli

LACROSSE
Sue Back
Heather Blauvelt
Diane Brownell
Julia Dunworth
Hye Yun Rhee
Sarah Rogers

BOYS’ TRACK
Darrel Braswell

GIRLS’ TRACK
Keisha Hicklyn
Nena Moore

BOYS’ VOLLEYBALL
Aaron Pesnell

FALL

FIELD HOCKEY
Gina Doddy
Kristin Guy
Erica Johnson
Carolyn Thorpe

FOOTBALL
Deron Braswell
Chris Dilba
Joe Gmaz

GYMNASTICS
Dan Cestare
Ben Strawn

BOYS’ SOCCER
Anthony DiMichele
Brad Malin
Aaron Pesnell

GIRLS’ SOCCER
Heather Blauvelt

GIRLS’ VOLLEYBALL
Dawn Pettek

WINTER

BOYS’ BASKETBALL
Anthony DiMichele
Julian Dunkley
Anthony Socci

GIRLS’ BASKETBALL
Lindsey Erney
Donna Hind

SWIMMING
Adam Ritchie
Lauren Cinino
Jen Hensell
Allison May
Cindy Patella
Jenelle Ritchie
Melanie Rose
Karyn Singer
Meredith Ward

WRESTLING
Chris Dilba
Brian Lockwood
Chris Staniec
Student Life
Daily, I believe I get lost with the lost.

Sometimes the hallway seems like a crayola dot rendering
of blurred Van Goghish blank faces
Fourth period.
But later when the masses have floated onto
Yellow buses which parade down Chapel Avenue
Stopping and going in flashes of green and red
Back in the red-brick octagonal-square-hexa-breezeway
Dwelling
A life outside the realm of monotonous
English Physics Calculus
English Physics Calculus
English Physics... Exists. Abounds.
I've seen life from the green chalkboard in F21.
With my back plastered to green
I've heard about constitutions, Greek customs, French trips, science experiments
And I've saved lives and taught others how to.
I've been swarmed by deadlines and opinions (not my own)
And people people people
And when I stuck my face out of a window to catch some air
I saw fields of grass covered by magic marker specks
Where children? Adults? Those stuck in the middle?
Were running, laughing, jumping, playing, screaming, sweating, working
And my eyes could see beyond green trees and blue leaves
Where swarms floated around the track
Aiming for a goal within themselves...their muscles...their heart muscles.
They sped around, but away.
I have seen life from on a stage.
I have lied to lots of people and made them think
I am not myself. But someone else.
I can be the character I thought in English class I wasn't.
They have heard me singing from the top riser
(Where I stand because I'm tall)
From the left side
(Where I stand because that is where the high notes fluctuate from)
I have seen life from backstage,
Where there are no lights, but I've made my own.
Where people don't realize who they're applauding.
But I know it's me.

Amidst the bleeding spectrum of purple faces
The post 2:30 noses and eyes will shine like lightning.
And when we see our silhouettes in the yearbook
We will smile.
Homecoming
On the Wednesday before Thanksgiving, the West student body assembled in the Jones Gym for the annual Homecoming Pep Rally. Following a procession by West's sports teams, the football team made their grand entrance. Dr. Kosloff awarded the boys' varsity soccer team with the Group Four championship trophy. Freshman Government announced the winner of the "Kiss the Pig" contest, Mr. Flieder. The arrival of the 1994 Homecoming Court was perhaps the most anticipated event at the pep rally. Selected by the senior class, members of the Court were Susan Back, Jodi Dorato, Debbie Goldberg, Adrienne Gum, and Carolyn Thorpe. After an electric drum roll by West's marching band, Mr. Simon announced the winner. Congratulations to the 1994 Homecoming Queen, Adrienne Gum.
Pep Rally
On a cold Thanksgiving morning, West students and alumni sat in the bleachers of the Jonas C. Morris Stadium to watch the annual rivalry between East and West. After an exciting first half, the homecoming parade began. Class governments displayed floats featuring Disney and Warner Brothers. Much to the crowd’s delight, Mr. Flieder followed through on his promise, kissing a squealing black pig. Homecoming Queen Adrienne Gum and her court circled the field in convertibles. Equally as exciting as the first half, the second half of the game rushed by. With a dramatic last-second field goal, East triumphed over West by the score of 11-8.
Here,

COUNTERCLOCKWISE FROM THE TOP
Athens The Acropolis
Paris Notre Dame
Versailles Hall of Mirrors
Philadelphia Zoo
Island off the Grecian coast
Longwood Gardens
Paris Eiffel Tower
London Big Ben
Philadelphia Zoo prairie dog
Venice Santa Maria della Salute
Longwood Gardens the inside gardens
Athens Plaza
There, and Everywhere
Junior Miss Pageant

Winner - Aileen Tang
Incorporating scholarship, poise, talent, and interviews, the 1995 Junior Miss Pageant emphasized the outstanding characteristics of the eleven young women competing for the title. After performing selections ranging from voice to monologues to instrumental music, each contestant was asked the question, “What makes you proud to be a member of the class of 1995?” After an exciting week of interviews, preparation, and performance, the judges announced the winner. Congratulations, Aileen Tang, Junior Miss 1995, and all the contestants in this year’s pageant.
Individual Music

1st place: Katie Stanislavskya
2nd place: Jaimee Miller
3rd place: Amy Wooden
Variety
1st place: Kate Nanni
2nd place: SPEAKING OUT
3rd place: Gina Fantozzi

Group Music
1st place: Shut the Door
2nd place: Afterimage: Trapped in MIDI
MR. WEST
1995

WOJTEK SZYMKOWIAK

TOM SULPIZIO

JEREMY MUNGER

TIM VASQUEZ

JON KWAK

CHAD LAZAP
One Saturday evening in November, an M & M candyman, Mr. Rogers, a couple of singers, and a trumpet player walked down Memory Lane. There, they encountered a slim guy in a dress, a lighting guy twirling around in a tutu, a Broadway-style performer, a hip-hop dancer, and a guy who thought he was Vanilla Ice. It may sound frightening, but don't panic! A jailbird wearing sequined bell-bottoms walked away with the crown.
A Slice of Student Life
For the fifth straight year, the Cherry Hill High School West vocal music department presented its annual Broadway Night. Under the direction of Mrs. Bass, the vocal music department, comprised of over 250 students, performed a fantastic Broadway revue. Ranging from traditional pieces such as Fiddler on the Roof, Guys and Dolls, and Oklahoma, to the more recent theatrical hits The Wiz and Fame, the vocal music department sang and danced its way through musical history. In addition to the Combined Chorus' repertoire, Men of Note performed a medley of popular TV commercials. All in all, Broadway Night 1994 was a fantastic success!

Masters of melody
Blend
Pianissimo and fortissimo,
Roar, quiver, whisper,
Swept away
On a boisterous
Musical journey.
Soprano and Alto
Voices join
In unison
On old-fashioned spirituals
And modern popular hits,
Sweet melodies
That echo cleanly
Through the air.


Second to last flat
Produces Blue Book groans
With roller coaster vocal yells,
And enunciating consonants.
Keeping tempo with a tapping foot
We wrap ourselves up in a
New world of music.
Twenty-four talented musicians
Combine the classic madrigal
With a modern Christmas carol,
All with a sense of humor
And dramatic flair.
With a "doo-wah-doo-wah"
And a four part harmony,
Ten men
With smooth voices
And dazzling personalities
Bring the ecstatic audience
To their feet.

1. CHAMBER SINGERS: FRONT ROW: Jaimee Miller, Wendy Seto, Jeanine Motta, Dina Spector, Jillian Rosen. SECOND ROW: Aviva Kapust, Abigail Wright, Christina Khan, Holly Krantz, Alyson Gaul. THIRD ROW: Laura Anderson, Lisa Kemp, Jessica Deal, Gina Fantozzi, Michelle Khan, Denise Petek. FOURTH ROW: Brad Malin, Matthew Warman, Steven Szurek, Andrew Necowitz, Sean Armour, Matthew Thomas. FIFTH ROW: Scott Graser, Brian Kain, Brian O’Neil, Chad Hrимвak, Jeremy Munger, Nicholas Houhoolis. 2. Sean Armour gets expressive during rehearsal. 3. Accompanying the choral ensemble, Gina Fantozzi wows the crowd with her piano playing skills. 4. At the Senior Citizens’ Day concert, the select choir receive enthusiastic applause. 5. At the 1994 Winter Concert, Chamber Singers sings classic American Christmas carols. 6. Men Of Note wows the audience at a benefit concert. 7. At the Winter Concert, the guys perform an oldies medley. 8. MEN OF NOTE: FRONT ROW: Jason Brand, Chad Lazar, Scott Graser, Marc Cruz, Jared Levy. BACK ROW: Brian Kain, Jeff Coia, Jeff White, Jeremy Munger, Ed McCorkle.
1. ALL STATE WIND ENSEMBLE: Tracy Miller, Ken Robinson, Becky Effler, Todd Groves, Jeremy Munger.
2. ALL EASTERN ORCHESTRA: Ken Robinson, Becky Effler, Jeremy Munger.
4. ALL STATE ORCHESTRA: Ken Robinson, Nami Kim. 5. ALL STATE JAZZ BAND: Todd Groves.
In classical symphonies
And modern compositions
Winds and brass
Combine with percussion
And build to an explosive
Finale.
Bows glide
Across the strings
Of basses, cellos, violas, and violins.
The sound rises
Into a dazzling crescendo.

With a flick of a wrist
The conductor ignites
The notes on the sheet music,
Lifting the sound
From clarinets and trumpets
To a glorious climax.
After a pounding drumbeat
The tenor sax leads in
With a smart groove,
Followed by a smooth guitar
And a brassy trombone.
As the rhythm picks up,
The trumpeter begins his solo.

1. Under the direction of Mr. Goldman, Concert Band performs at the Winter Instrumental Concert.
4. After a piece, Mr. Goldman accepts the praise of the audience.
5. The Jazz band sax section plays a riff.
6. During a tenor sax solo, Todd Groves wows the crowd with his musical ability.
7. Andy Neocowitz goes crazy on the trombone.
8. Bert Fox backs up the band.
Indoor Drum Line
Practice Hard
Blood
Sweat
Thirst
Communication
Determination
Excellence in Execution
Battery and Pit
combine to form an
Ensemble
Dazzling Percussion Technique
with an
Exciting, high-speed visual package...
in the end,
Chapter Champions
2 years in a row.
Two Different Sides
East and West
Unite to form
“Cherry Hill Amethyst”
Instead of harsh division
lies precision and beauty.
Ten graceful figures
express each movement
as one.
Flags and Sabres
Fly along to the sounds of
The Indigo Girls.
The Chapter Champions
push their differences aside
to strive for Unison.

1. Drum line practices “Heartwork” before a competition.
2. Alon Blum and Nick Hohousit work on a tenor move.
3. Donna Savill practices a cymbal routine.
4. During a routine, Alon Blum puts on his performance face.
"Mark Time, Hut!"
The band prepares to take the field
"Forward, Hut!"
Deep shades of Purple and White
mask the grand Football field
"1...2...1,2,3,4..."
"CRASH"
The music begins
Each section is vital
Drum Line: Strong, but steady rhythm
Horn Line: Solid, sturdy chords
Color Guard: grace, precision, beauty
Combine the three
for an unforgettable performance
This season, although small in size,
the Band still remains giant in
the hearts of everyone.

1. At the East-West Homecoming game, West Marching
Band prepares to take the field for the pre-game show.
2. Ashleigh Blum practices the xylophone before a
performance. 3. On the football field, drum major
Melanie Scott conducts a halftime show. 4. At practice,
the drum line runs through a complicated set.
5. MARCHING BAND: FRONT ROW: Nick Houboulis,
Alon Blum, Adam White, Aaron Vogel, Melanie Scott,
Danielle Rockhill, Chris Stapleton, Casey Marshall,
Ashleigh Blum. SECOND ROW: Brandis Belt, Mike
Bruckman, Donna Savill, Rabia Belt, Diane Friedrish,
Heidi Baehre, Latesha White, Tamari Shiber, Betty
Gupta. THIRD ROW: Mr. Goldman, Becky Radcliff,
Derek Chin, Jeff White, Tim Mello, Elizabeth Murray,
Kate Rodgers, Eric Zeppelin, Amy Shepherd, Bob Gupta.
FOURTH ROW: Bert Fox, John Wenzel, Peter
Feinsacht, Matt Feinsberg, Melissa McBride, Cindy
Leathers, Larissa Stump, Alex Knox, Ross Carey, Adam
Byer.
Intermission
Along with planning social events, Student Government Organization places a high emphasis on community service. In December, SGO members volunteered their time for the Fraternal Order of Police holiday party. Also, SGO assists the Red Cross blood drive every spring and fall.
Lacrosse Club

SECOND ROW: Laurie Reineck, Liz Murray, Mrs. Nessner, Kate Rodgers, Meghan James, Lisa Lysak.

PROUD TO SUPPORT

PROJECT GRADUATION

CHERRY HILL H.S. WEST
For Amnesty International members, worldwide acceptance of human rights is the ultimate goal. To spread their message of equality to the West student body, Amnesty members actively support Human Rights Day. Once a year, members silently represent a prisoner of conscience and distribute several petitions concerning human rights violations.
Nature Defense takes an active role in educating West students about the importance of protecting the environment. Each year, several club members participate in Project Earth, an environmental education program for Cherry Hill elementary school students. Also, Nature Defense sponsors candy and T-Shirt sales benefitting environmental causes.
The Italian Culture Club, advised by Mrs. Nicolo, has been very active this year. Organizing several fundraisers such as panzarotti, stromboli, panatone, and Mom's pizza sales, the club raised money for future trips. At the Multi-Cultural Holiday Party, the club provided Christmas cookies, traditional Italian dishes, and classic Italian music.
French Club

Besides playing a major role in the Multi-Cultural Holiday Party, French Club members traveled to Beau Rivage for a night of French cuisine. In April, several French students took part in the three country tour of Europe. The club members would like to wish a "Bon Voyage" to all the departing exchange students and graduating seniors.
Spanish Club students traveled to Mi Casita, a daycare center for Spanish speaking children, and spent the day entertaining "todos los niños." Along with West's other language clubs, Spanish club is sending a delegation to the three country European tour.

Hermanos

Tantos, malos
corren, nadan juegan los deportes
pequeños, divertidos
chicos.

Jeanine (Susana) Molla
Español 1

1. FRENCH CLUB UNDERCLASSMEN. 2. FRENCH CLUB OFFICERS: Melissa Ryan, Mike Dappolone, Dobhy Keller, Wojtek Szymkowiak, Sara Wetzenbaum, Cathy Checinski. 3. FRENCH CLUB SENIORS: FRONT ROW: Michele Forman, Lisa Seliger, Eli Katz, Linda Allesandrini, Simona Ghoreghi. SECOND ROW: Holly Krambeck, Randi Gilper, Lindsay Melson, Melissa Ryan, Cathy Checinski, Dobhy Keller, Sara Wetzenbaum. THIRD ROW: Tamara Shiver, Melanie Scott, Chuck Pruna, Pam Bermees, Lisa Lysak, Jim Vasquez, Wojtek Szymkowiak, Mike Dappolone, Adam Smith, Ken Landis. 4. Melissa Ryan designs the layout for the club newsletter. 5. Lacey Gibbon, Aaron Vogel, and Lindsay Melson listen intently to a lecture on French cooking. 6. SPANISH CLUB.
1. INTERNATIONAL CULTURE CLUB: FRONT

2. Like the ICC, this pumpkin represents all cultures.
3. Luz Cocina, Verrica Banks, Lawrence Hammons, and Randi Gilper grab a quick snack before an ICC meeting. 4. At the Motil-Cultural Holiday Party, Simona Jovan heads the refreshment table. 5. Asian Culture Club. 6. Asian Culture Club member Wojtek Szymbikwicz urges the yearbook committee. 7. Asian Culture Club Advisor Mr. Seman. 8. Mildred Santos and Chuck Pruna sell pretzels at an after-school fundraiser.
Representing the entire planet, International Culture Club and Asian Culture Club promote cultural diversity at West. At monthly meetings, West students are given the opportunity to sample the foods, clothing, literature, and music of the world's various cultures. This year, both clubs played a major role at the Multi-Cultural Holiday Party.
Multi-Cultural Holiday

C E L E B R A T I O N

A variety of students came together under one roof for an afternoon of food, fun, and celebration, with representatives of cultures from Africa to the Far East to Europe.
1. Talliana Morgan, that's one BIG sombrero!  2. Mr. Mianjeni K. Nduma makes a presentation about the traditions of Kwanzaa.  3. The Junior Classical League gives a pig back to the gods.  4. Old Saint Nick stops by to wish everyone a Merry Christmas.  5. Nancy Copenhaver smiles for the camera while she serves up fresh fruit.  6. There are even samples of things we can't eat—like this sample of African-American artwork.  7. Dawn McCargo and Ivory Rhodes sing a beautiful melody to celebrate with other partygoers.  8. The Italian Culture Club becomes the life of the party when they serve everyone's favorite treat—pizza.
¿Qué es poesía?—dices mientras clavas
En mi pupila tu pupila azul,—
¿Qué es poesía? ¿Y tú me lo preguntas?
Poesía . . . eres tú.

--Gustavo Adolfo Bécquer

*Visions*, West's foreign language literary magazine, gives foreign language students the opportunity to submit poetry and prose in Spanish, French, Italian, and Latin.

Meeting every Tuesday afternoon we read and read and read in E-33 and schemed with Mrs. Walsh to arouse our peers with a "quote of the day". We put together writing and art contests to drum up interest for the finished product: An art and literary magazine to represent the exciting talents of West's students.
Despite seven months of broken croppers, countless rejected layouts, and disorganized piles of proof pages, the Rampant staff has created a masterpiece of over 300 pages depicting life at Cherry Hill West. This colossal achievement required thousands of man-hours, a lot of frayed nerves, more than a little grim determination, and twenty large pizzas (with extra cheese) to get the job done.
Whether they are looking for sports results or current events, West students always turn to *Lions Roar* for the latest news. Along with up-to-date articles on West's activities, *Lions Roar* also has a strong editorial section featuring reviews, student opinions, and offbeat stories.

1. **LIONS ROAR EDITORS**:
   
   **FRONT ROW**: Jen Albright, Alreen Tung, Elias Bitar.
   **SECOND ROW**: Julietta Shaw, Sandi Rudenstein, Angela Purcell, Celine Mitroahi, **THIRD ROW**: Maysa Kamaria, Melanie Scott, Tamer Makary, John D'Amelio.
   **FOURTH ROW**: Mitch Steinberg, Meraaj Mohiuddin.

   **NOT PICTURED**: Manta Kanzaria, Rob Obringer.

2. **LIONS ROAR**:
   
   **FRONT ROW**: Lisa Seliger, Ilene Winger, Maya Kamaria, Alreen Tung, Celine Mitroahi, Sandi Rudenstein, Kelli Higgins.
   **SECOND ROW**: Ed Shipton, Leslie Struthers, Angela Purcell, Stephanie Ritorto, Melanie Scott, Cynthia Sylvestri, Tamer Makary, Sherif Fahmy.
   **THIRD ROW**: Mitch Steinberg, Christine Stapa, Jared Rudenstein, David Engelhard, Meraaj Mohiuddin, Jen Albright, Ariva Kapust, Rachel Unke, Julietta Shaw, Mildred Santos.
   **FOURTH ROW**: Sean Woodcock, Dave Boytim, Aaron Seliger, Jaime Whillock, Josh Kardos, John D'Amelio, Elaine Bedden, Asha Self, Peter Woodworth, Elias Bitar.

   **NOT PICTURED**: Manta Kanzaria, Rob Obringer.
Objection, your honor! ... I'd like to make a motion to dismiss all charges. ... Ladies and gentlemen, if you weigh all the evidence ... The defense may proceed with its cross-examination. ... Members of the jury, please give your attention to exhibit A. ... Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, have you reached your verdict?

Advanced Technology Club

1. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CLUB: FRONT ROW: Monta Kanzaria, Dan Jacobowitz, Maya Kanzaria.
   SECOND ROW: Seth Cohen, Michelle Ernst, Khalid Quershi, Laurel Marquis, Eric Zepplin.
   THIRD ROW: Mark Geller, Reuben Cohen, Joel Kurtz, Paul Yufit.
2. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CLUB OFFICERS: Seth Cohen, Michelle Ernst, Laurel Marquis, Mark Geller.
3. SCIENCE CLUB OFFICERS: FRONT ROW: Jennifer Albright, Deborah Keller.
   SECOND ROW: Ron Fettig, Sean Armour, Ki Won Chon.
   THIRD ROW: Mamta Kanzaria, Hsiang Chin, Deborah Keller, Maya Kanzaria, Fatima Sanidad.
4. SCIENCE CLUB: FRONT ROW: Mamta Kanzaria, Hsiang Chin, Deborah Keller, Maya Kanzaria, Fatima Sanidad.
   SECOND ROW: Warren Leung, Ki Won Chon, Jennifer Albright, Michael Brukman, Jinae Lee, Eric Nghiem.
5. THIRD ROW: Mrs. Millhill, Hans Park, Michelle Ernst, Ming Xing, Ron Fettig, Sean Armour, Tamer Makary, Brandon Binezak, Nate Springman.
6. FOURTH ROW: Karen Jones, Joe Young, Jeff Golia, Wojtek Szymkowiak, Khalid Quershi, Paul Yufit, Paul Fukson, Brandon Hawkins.

On several Saturdays this year, members of West's forensics team boarded a bus at 6:30 a.m. bound for an obscure location in North Jersey. Competing in events such as Dramatic Interpretation, Poetry, Impromptu, and Duo Interpretation, team members always received positive comments about their performances. At the Holmdel Invitational Meet, Sherif Fahmy took fifth place in Declamation and Miriam Miller earned a first place trophy for Impromptu Speaking.
West's SADD chapter reminds us of the dangers of drinking and driving. At the West Homecoming Game, SADD members distributed purple ribbons to be worn as a memorial for the victims of alcohol related automobile accidents. The club was fortunate enough to hear several guest speakers as well.


2. RESPECT FOR DRUGS: FRONT ROW: Marc Monichetti, Sue Back, Jodi Dorato, Anthony Sorens, Kate Nunn. SECOND ROW: Sue Beringer, Debbie Goldberg, Joe Ginz, Jason Kurts, Peggy Fogg, Brian Carroll. THIRD ROW: Jen Jennings, Carolyn Thorpe, Lauren Ciminato, Bill Foster, Kevin Krutoff, Lara Cohen, Mr. Murray.

Respect For Drugs devotes their efforts to educating children about the negative effects of drugs and alcohol. Representatives travel to local elementary schools where they give interesting and informative lectures about the dangers of "use, misuse, and abuse" of both legal and illegal drugs.
In preparation for the working world, West students participate in DECA, the School Store, and Shop West. These three groups not only provide valuable experiences for those students involved in them, but also provide services for the West community.
If you crave Tastykakes, Sun Chips, Snapple, or Cherry Pop Tarts, Shop West and the School Store are the places to go! Open during all lunch periods, these two stores satisfy every possible food craving at very reasonable prices.
Peer Mediation

1. PEER MEDIATION: FRONT ROW: Officer Jones, T. Willingham, A. Theil, M. Majumder,
   C. Long, E. Chandler. SECOND ROW: Mrs. Bowwell, S. Kushner, B. Jones, N. Benson,
   M. Ward, M. Altenberg, B. Albaeote. THIRD ROW: Q. Tamu, L. Semar, S. Grazer, D. Goldberg,
   L. Carrasquillo, T. Gismonde, P. Carrasquillo.
2. STUDENT LEADERSHIP COUNCIL: FRONT ROW: M. Miller, E. Katz, R. McNichol, D. Seldner,
   M. Scott. SECOND ROW: G. Hart, K. Singer, J. Shilliday, C. Peluso, B. Hart, D. Keller,
   K. Krutoff. FOURTH ROW: P. Carrasquillo.
   J. Miller, J. Rosen, D. Goldberg, S. Grazer, E. McCorkle, N. Egan. NOT PICTURED: J. Rosen,
   J. Gordon, S. Rosen, A. Estlow, S. Frankel, G. Kurtz, M. Mohniold, M. Ernst, J. Allbright,
   J. Hinden, P. Faunacht, W. Szymkowski. 3. PEER LEADERSHIP TRAINERS: FRONT ROW: E. Katz,
   J. Miller, D. Goldberg, Officer Bogin, M. Santos, M. Furman. SECOND ROW: C. Harris, S. Grazer,
   A. Socci, T. Gismonde, P. Carrasquillo. 4. PEER LEADERSHIP: FRONT ROW: A. Thiel, B. Hart,
   S. Windreich, L. Cohen, C. Long, M. Majumder, K. Namai, J. Fanelli, C. Harris, E. Katz, J. Dual,
   L. Aquino, B. Jones, J. Miller, M. Santos. THIRD ROW: Officer Bogin, D. Goldberg, M. Furman, D.
   Hurd, E. Johnson, S. Reilly, I. Rhodes, K. Martinez, K. Krutoff, J. Green, M. Theil, P. Carrasquillo.
   FOURTH ROW: A. Seiger, K. Singer, M. Rose, M. Faunacht, L. Carrasquillo, J. Levy. FIFTH ROW:
   A. Socci, J. Holt, T. Gismonde.
Once a month, representatives from all of West's organizations and class governments meet in the faculty library with Mr. Simon to discuss student concerns. Topics this year have included gambling, safety, and discipline procedures. Members are often invited to participate in district wide programs as well.

Peer Leadership and Peer Mediation provide highly accessible sources for West students who wish to settle disputes. Working with their peers, a trained peer mediator counsels students about various issues and concerns. Since the programs have begun, there has been a noticeable reduction in tension between students.
1. West's AFJROTC takes pride in their emblem.
The N.J. 781st Air Force Junior ROTC group has had a successful and exciting year. This year, several cadets spent the summer at McGuire Air Force Base at a rigorous training camp. A highlight of the '94-'95 school year was the landing of a military helicopter right on West's football field. The group also held a spaghetti dinner, oriental dinner, and the traditional military ball.
Whether filing papers, delivering passes, or shelving library books, West's aides are always busy doing something. The aides are an essential part of the operations in the principal's office, library, house offices, guidance offices, and nurses' office. Without their efforts, West would be swamped in even more paperwork than it is now!
1. STUDENT ACTIVITIES AIDES: Lindsay Melson, Michele Furman, Gen Garrido. 2. B-1 OFFICE AIDES: Justin Ferri, Shelley Merewitz, Jaime Whitlock, Veronica Banks, Patience Abogathah.
THIRD ROW: Katherine Benson, Terri Maussak, Kevin Camarote, Dave Jarman, Jacqueline Daddato.
8. NURSES’ OFFICE AIDES: Tedra Cordisio, Brian Duffy, Shawn Campagna.
Theatre Workshop

"All the world's a stage,
and
all the
men and women
merely players..."

William Shakespeare

1. TW SENIORS: FRONT ROW: C. Harris, J. Rosen, A. Gunn, J. Miller,
K. Nanni, J. Deal, E. Katz, S. Burstein, S. Rudenstein. SECOND ROW:
R. Gilper, S. Rosen, A. Estelow, A. Roaming, M. Miller, C. Checinski,
S. Gheorghe, H. Kranebeck. THIRD ROW: G. Fantozzi, S. Green, D. Adoff,
B. Hwang, M. Lipman, L. Singer, C. Rock. FOURTH ROW: J. Brand,
E. McCorkle, M. Ryan, L. Alessandrin, J. Vasquez, D. Keller, M. Mullin,
N. Egan. 2. TW UNDERCLASSMEN: FRONT ROW: S. Kessler, A. Wright,
A. Bleshman, P. Fogg, J. Fucelli, J. Horvath, A. Kapust, B. Kain, D. Patrick,
J. Berman, J. Carr. SECOND ROW: C. Stipa, J. Smith, J. Most, L. Struthers,
O. Aviram, A. Gheorghe, R. Forgit, L. Miller, M. Specter, G. Anderson,
K. Singer. THIRD ROW: S. Kushner, E. Rosenberg, A. Shaw, A. Cohen,
FOURTH ROW: C. MacCarthy, L. Barletta, A. Self, J. Herrera, R. Leventhal,
L. Caranozillo, K. Krutoff, T. Miller, A. Gaul, D. Morton. FIFTH ROW:
B. Linowski, R. Adoff, D. Ginsburg, N. Honhoula, J. Levitas, K. Kelly, D. Moster,
J. Gerst, L. Vogel, K. Woodcock, K. Thompson. 3. TW OFFICERS: FRONT
ROW: A. Kapust, M. Miller, K. Nanni. BACK ROW: C. Checinski, S. Rosen,
1. After disembarking from the cherry picker, Josh Carr poses for the camera. 2. With a graceful plié Joe Vanaman and Justin Rodgers demonstrate a second talent. 3. Onstage at Kiss Me, Kate, the lighting crew's effort shows. 4. LIGHTING CREW: FRONT ROW: Aimee Estilow. SECOND ROW: Ruth Fertig, Kate McGill, Joe Vanaman, Alina Gheorghiu. THIRD ROW: Morgan Consigny, Justin Rodgers, Josh Carr, Darren Patrick, Jaime Mulligan. NOT PICTURED: Brian Adolf. 5. SOUND CREW: FRONT ROW: Seth Cohen, Michelle Ernst, Chrissy Allen. BACK ROW: Kevin Hassell, John Wanamaker, Ken McCarthy, Marc Crumm. 6. After running the spotlight, Jaime Mulligan takes a lollipop break. 7. At Mr. West, Seth Cohen runs the board. 8. "Scouts anyone?"
In the ominous woods,
A sweet smelling cottage
With candy cane shutters,
Spread with icing,
Beckons to little children.

In an edible hut,
A ravenous witch,
Craving lost children,
Waits impatiently
By her oven.

In a dark theater,
Little spectators
Guide their new friends
Away from the sugary sweets
To a happy ending.
Hansel and Gretel

THE CAST

THE GNOME
Gus Anderson

THE BIRD
Jody Gerst

THE WITCH
Gina Fantozzi

HANSEL
Luis Carmona

GRETEL
Kathleen Nanni

MOTHER
Laura Anderson

FATHER
Edward McCorkle

Children’s Show 151
Cole Porter's
Kiss Me, Kate

CAST OF KISS ME KATE
Fred Graham/Petruchio
Lilli Vaness/Kate
Louis Leon/ElBanza
Bill Calhoun/Lucentio
Hortensio
Grumio
Gaugier
Gaugier
Harttne Howell
Hartle
Pate
Reptile/Harry
Ralph
Caldic

FEATURED DANCE CHORUS
Jeannine Fanelli
Amanda Ford
Jennifer Horvath
Aviva Kaplinski
Tara Zandt

FEATURED VOCAL CHORUS
Jeanne Hamitlon
Jennae Hernandez
Christina Khan
Jeanine Motta

MALE CHORUS
Gus Anderson
Toni Babick
Jack Chiang
Mark Cruz
Greg Heller
Kevin Jones
Kevin Krunck
Jared Levy
Tamer Makary
Jim O'Donnell
David Zaleman

FEMALE CHORUS
Kim Amin
Kelly Green
Randi Gliper
Karen Greenwarf
Christina Hervis
Lori Day
Shanee Keshner
Mandie Lipuma
Kate Millford
Fable Nencino
Jillene Renae
Dian Specter
LaTessa White
Abby Wright
Heather Zandt

*Members of International Thespians Society
Troupe 1128

Student Life
Kiss Me, Kate
1995

CREWS
Stage Manager: Noelle Egan
Asst Stage Manager: Alina Gheorghiu
Production Manager: Sarah Rosen
Asst. Production Manager: Steve Kessler
Lighting Designer: Aimee Estilow
Business/House Manager: Stephanie Burstein
Asst. Business/House Manager: Orit Aviram
Makeup Chairperson: Lindsay Nelson
Costume Mistress: Cheryl Rock
Co-Props Mistress: Deborah Keller
   Miriam Miller
Playbill Chairperson: Simona Gheorghiu
Playbill Cover Designer: Simona Josan

Student Life
ORCHESTRA

Reed I  KEN ROBINSON
Reed II  ALEX NOX
Reed III  RON CAREY &
          LACEY GIBON
Reed IV  AILEEN TANG &
          TODD GROVES
Reed V  PETER FASNACHT &
        MICAH SPECTOR

Trumpet I  ILENE WEINGER
Trumpet II  VICTOR SEQUINOT

Horn  JOHN WENZEL

Trombone  BERT FOX

Violin I  HANS PARK &
          SYLVIA FRANKEL
Violin II  LISA MILLER &
          MICHELLE KHAN

Viola  LORI SARLETTA

Cellos

Bass  KI WON CHOI

Piano  KATIE STANISLANSKAYA

Musical 155
It's "Another Openin', Another Show," and the company, ready to please every "Tom, Dick, or Harry" and a "Bianca" or two, takes their places backstage. As "We Open In Venice," the cast, crew, and pit put together a performance that is truly "Wunderbar." Every number is just "Too Darn Hot," and by the final curtain call and a reminder to "Brush Up Your Shakespeare," the audience's applause reveals that they're "Always True To You," the fabulous company of Kiss Me, Kate.
In Baltimore in 1949, Frederick Graham was about to launch his production of *Kiss Me, Kate*, a musical version of Shakespeare's *The Taming of the Shrew*, when complete chaos occurred. His ex-wife, actress Lilli Vannussi, can't stop slapping Fred onstage. His newest love, singer Lois Lane, has fallen for a Broadway hoofer named Bill Callhoun, who just ran up a $10,000 gambling debt in Fred's name. Two gangsters are knocking on Fred's door with a huge I.O.U. and a loaded gun. But after all, the show must go on. So, Fred creatively meshes his personal life with his musical masterpiece. After many unexpected twists and turns, the lovers are reunited and the production is a smashing success!
Another Opening,
Another Show...
'Todd Groves' talent on the sax is providing great opportunities for the Cherry Hill West music student.'

Big news! Todd Groves recently performed at a party in Los Angeles for Grammy nominees and was invited to play solo with George Washington.

**Jammin' with Grover**

By ROBERT BAXTER

Todd Groves can look back on an exciting four years at Cherry Hill WestHS, during which he has been at the top of his class, playing six instruments (not to mention a sport or two) for the past four years and really worked hard and everything, but we couldn't find the words, so all we're saying is thanks for being Todd and taking seven AP classes or something like that all at the same time.
I never thought
I'd be here getting lost
being scared
finding out what it feels like to be
Freshman
as old as my babysitter or brother was
when they told me
I would love that teacher
but hate that class.

September again?
While tripping over
grades, ideas, competition--
I look up and
little guy opens
my last year locker.
Is my proclamation of love,
my sticker,
that scratch
still there?
Stretching subtly to see
neck craned
but it doesn't matter--
(right?)
'cause now
I am Sophomore.

You need
who...
what--
where?
When!
How can summer be so long gone
far fetched
dreamlike
now that I'm
junior chairperson
of something or other
when I just want to
pass that test
pass that pen
pass your soda.
One more year 'till we
graduate--
Can you drive on
Friday night?
The Freshman Class Government, led by Governor Justin Shilliday and Lt. Governor Valerie Klisman, sponsored activities which benefitted the West student body. The Class of 1998's first fund-raiser, a cookie and candy sale, raised over one thousand dollars. In the area of community service, the freshman government worked with inner-city schools, hospitals, and nursing homes. Also, the freshman class held a car wash, a dance, and an auction. In addition, the class published a special bi-monthly magazine which focused on the members of the class.


164 Underclassmen

Freshmen

F-36: FRONT ROW: Helen Tappas, Min Tran, Danielle Stovall, Jaclyn Tumans, Nancy Ulfhauer, Rosamunda Tronca, Laura Tornini. SECOND ROW: Katherine Troczynski, Barry Smith, Dan Stranz, Micah Spector, Erica Sperry, Nate Springman, John Ulmer, David Sonnehøj, Florence Tsamutalo, Katelyn Stanislavskaya. THIRD ROW: Benjamin Straw, Albert Tranogue, Janan Starks, Quinn Tam, Ed Thiels, Larissa Stump, Dorota Tzimkiewicz, Kriss Taormina.


FOURTH ROW: Armon Zakarian, John Liscio, Mike Urbanski, Anthony Verrazzano, Jeff Webb, Ben Zuber, Sean Yields, Chris Zeitz, Travis Walvoord, Caleb Wilmemberger.
The Sophomore Class Government, led by Governor Gina Hart and Lt. Governor Karyn Singer, was very active in community service, fund-raising, and student activities. The Class of 1997 raised money for the Sunshine Fund and for the victims of Japan's earthquake. Also, the Sophomore Class participated in SIDS Walk and Walk America. As fundraisers, the class government members sold key chains, gourmet foods, and plants, as well as running the traditional Hershey Kisses and carnation sales. As a reward to the hardworking members of the Sophomore Class, government planned a day at Great Adventure, skiing at Spring Mountain, and a trip to Veterans Stadium to see a Phillies home game.


OFFICERS: Gina Hart (Governor), Veronica Banks (Secretary), Nicholas Strasser (Treasurer), Karyn Singer (Lt. Governor).

D-3: FRONT ROW: Mr. Artiz, Nikki Benson, Michelle Beard, Heather Bush, Lauren Bock, Angelica Arizone, Paul Biller. SECOND ROW: John Bianchi, Jennifer Botz, Juliana Bendersky, Alon Blum, Ben Bayer, Mark Bush, Paul Ben. THIRD ROW: Jon Bird, Nick Bender, Martin Bass, Gersh Burshien, Kevin Camacote, Danielle Bush, Mike Caccese.


E-26: **FRONT ROW:** Mr. Primiano, Stephanie Mestichelli, Dalia Morsi, Melissa Moscallo, Tracy Miller, Suzanne Mlynarczyk.
**SECOND ROW:** Michael Merewitz, Lauren Mullen, Michael Mercincavage, Shannon McHale, Anthony Mecca, Olga Melnikova, Matt Monichetti. **THIRD ROW:** Jeffrey Mulford, Dawn Mims, Edward Mols, Olga Muroz, Mickie Mulcahy, Leo Mendoza, Michael Mena.

F-10: **FRONT ROW:** Jessica Parel, Cynthia O'Reilly, Danielle Queiring, Jessica Muller, Nicole Olson, Shannon Reilly, Monica Pauro, Chanteau D'O'Neill, Jordan Myers, Eric Nghiem, Lawrence Puccio. **SECOND ROW:** David Oh, Craig Proetti, Mike Nichols, Dana Pastoris, Maxine Polakos, Dawn Petrel, Eun Pak, Paul Reddy, William Rainey III. **THIRD ROW:** Mr. Guest, Lance Peck, Shawna Mulsuz, Dan Ji Oh, Frank Murphy, Brian O'Neill, Paul Polysak.

F-11: **FRONT ROW:** Rayna Smith, Ji Yeona Shin, Jacqueline Smith, Jamie Shore, Danielle Rochill. **SECOND ROW:** Mr. Gohark, Thomas Rispo, Frank Roman, George Stratia, Danya Rosado, Cheryl Rispoli, Devon Schaefer, Ellen Rosenberg, Leslie Strothers, Mohammed Shastri. **THIRD ROW:** Joanne Suarez, Christopher Stapleton, Robert Rosenbaum, Kenneth Shields. **FOURTH ROW:** Mark Sepiet, Michael Richardson, William Sokol, Benjamin Salerno, Grigoria Roumous, Kevin Sigman, John Sochack.
F-30: **FRONT ROW:** Mrs. Truitt, Anna Tran, Nicole Williams, Kelli Zambetti, Eric Tangarone. **SECOND ROW:** Boris Zelen, David Zalcman, Laura Ulrich, Denise Thielsen, Michael Warady, Amanda Zalos, Heather Winfield, Adam White. **THIRD ROW:** Christopher Toleya, Kimberly Saksik, Jennifer Triebel, Kelly Woodcock, Rebecca Sullivan, Tara Zanzinger, Jaslyn Trumpfheiler, Aubrey Tumolo. **FOURTH ROW:** Jon Zippell, Aaron Vogel, Adam Wenstrom, Thanh Vu, Brandon Womack, Damon Vanness, Jaquinn Williams.

F-22: **FRONT ROW:** Mr. Patterson, Melissa Monzo, Seth Dembowitz, Ruth Fertig, Janet Backer, Jennie Correa, Mr. Mounyan. **SECOND ROW:** Sherif Pahmy, Nancy Copenhaver, Sarah Molvaine, Mike Young, Rowan Watson, Jocelyn Weatherby, Karen Wolozin. **THIRD ROW:** Doug Lane, Marc Cram, Matt Russell, Adam Schmidt, Brian Gilmour, Tom Ayersdotte.
The Class of 1996 government, led by Governor Jon Rosen and Lt. Governor Jen Jennings, serves both Cherry Hill High School West and the Cherry Hill community. Active in many local service projects, junior class government has worked closely on projects with Clean Up Camden County Parks, SIDS Walk, The American Heart Association, The March of Dimes, and the Cherry Hill Library. With a large amount of fundraising activities, junior government provides numerous trips, low-cost proms, and donations to West organizations.

D-7: **FRONT ROW:** Tiffany Cobourne, Tian Chen, Chang Chen, Mrs. Millini. **SECOND ROW:** Joshua Carr, Sin Candela, Brian Carroll, Yu-Su Chen, Song Choo, Jack Chiang. **THIRD ROW:** Matthew Chomanski, Jason Caecene, James Church, James Cho, Song Chon.

D-9: **FRONT ROW:** Mr. Sadar, Odessa DeGuzman, Jennifer Day, Amy Dillove, Nancy Digneco, Dana D'Andrea, Stacie Collins, Jennifer DeSanto, Brett Deacon. **SECOND ROW:** Liley Ebrahimi, Jason Croce, Chad Downing, Anna D'Alessandro, Reuben Cohen, Casey Coleman, Richard Dougherty, Joseph DeSantis. **THIRD ROW:** Anthony DiMichele, Timothy Dauv, Julian Dankley, Elliott Cumbo, Joseph Curry, Thomas DeGrazia, Jonathan Cohen.


We go like everyone else
To the cineplex, regularly, Saturday at seven,
To see the newest action flick
Or heart-rending drama or uproarious comedy
That we'll proclaim Monday morning in Spanish class
To be "Our most favorite movie ever!"
We go like everyone else
To grab a grilled cheese sandwich or
A strawberry shortcake sundae
At this diner where people like me hang out
Because we're too honest (too scared)
For fake ID's that can get us into singles bars
At 3 a.m. So, seven or eight people squeeze
Into a fake leather booth meant for three or four
And whine about the Fitzgerald or Hemingway novel
We're afraid to admit we like, because
What if no one else does?
And we complain that we're sooo bored and have to
Move out this second before our parents drive us crazy.
We go like everyone else
Home in the 1983 station wagon that all
Our brothers and sisters drove.
We're packed like frat members in a phone booth, because
Only one or two of us have a license
And no one cares about highway regulations.
And we chat about Melrose and MTV
When we're actually agonizing over
College applications or whether or not
To push a floundering relationship
To the proverbial "next level,"
But, no one says what we're really thinking, because
"Winners" don't have real problems,
Only false, but well-invented problems.
And anyway, the people we're with
Just wouldn't understand a major catastrophe.
"Yesterday is only a dream, and tomorrow is only a vision; but today, well lived, makes every yesterday a dream of happiness, and every tomorrow a vision of hope."

Sanskrit
"There are places I'll remember all my life...
Some have gone and some remain.
All these places had their moment
With lovers and friends I still can recall:
In my life I've loved them all"

John Lennon and Paul McCartney
"One of the best ways to safeguard yourself from being deceived is to form the habit of looking at things for yourself, listening to things for yourself, thinking for yourself."

Malcolm X
"The more we learn
the more we realize how little we know."

R. Buckminster Fuller
"What the new music has become is a medium that expresses the whole range of the new generation's experiences and feelings."

Charles Reich
"Since we are capable of change and modifications, the future will be in many ways only as good as we have the courage to make it."

June Tapp
"The Questions! Don't forget the value of questions. Without them there are no answers..."
Mike Still

Michael Mullan

Jeremy Munger

Denise Murray

Elizabeth Murray

Brian Myers

Jill Myers

Nicole Nader

Kathleen Nanni

Hal Neeman

Michael Ng

Hong Nguyen

Huong Nguyen
"Do it now! There may be a law against it tomorrow."
Alex Ronning    Jillian Rosen
Sarah Rosen    Jeffrey Rosenbaum
Jane Rosenberg    Danielle Rosenfeld    Elior Rosenkrantz    Leonard Rossetti
Eric Rothman    Sandi Rudenstein    Melissa Ryan    Kristine Saldana
"There is a great beauty in life, too. The wonder of friends, the wonder of life, the capacity for laughter."

Henry Park Petrakis
Christian Staniec  Mitchell Steinberg
Michael Still  Thomas Sulpizio
Tracy Sumler  Wojtek Szymkowiak  Aileen Tang  Angelo Tasiopoulos
Michael Theil  Mathew Thomas  Carolyn Thorpe  Jennifer Thurston
"We are all a little crazy"

Gilles Carl
Camera Shy
Mielyn Casa
Ronald Coalson
Robert DePasquale
Tanya Drummond
Haley Feinstein
Michael Fleisher
Jason Fity
Stacy Franek
Eddie Frankel
Laurence Hamonou
Marvin Jackson
Amie Leavitt
Jeffrey Marianni
Anthony Mattis
Nathan McCabe
Khalil McLean
Yong Moon
Marianne O’Leary
Gregory Peck
Kenny Raroha
Boris Sher
Suzanne Strimber
Thomas Stromberg
Igor Tsyaganskii
Stacey Whitelaw
School Alma Mater

High upon old Chapel Hill
Stands the school I call my own.
How I love to see her flags unfurl,
Wherever I may roam.
Royal purple's majesty
And white crusader's thrill,
So pledge your love and loyalty
To the school on Chapel Hill.

William D. Burley
In their junior year, students were nominated by the faculty for Girls and Boys State, Rotary, Girls Citizenship Institute, Governor's School, and New Jersey Scholars. The students receiving the most nominations went through a selection process. Boys State and Rotary candidates were interviewed by the faculty, and Girls State candidates were interviewed by members of the American Legion Auxiliary. Governor's School candidates filed applications and auditioned at Trenton State College. After much consideration, students were selected as delegates to the programs. Congratulations to the Summer Scholars of the Class of 1995!
Out of over 300 students in the Class of 1995, these four students have achieved one of the most prestigious honors awarded at Cherry Hill West. These students, ranking in the top 1% of their class, represent the high standard of academic excellence that West faculty and administration have always encouraged. Congratulations to the 1995 Order of the Lion: Todd Groves, Aileen Tang, Jennifer Albright, and Hal Neeman.
National Honor Society

After the first marking period of their junior or senior year, West's most academically talented students are invited to apply to the National Honor Society. Serving West students as well as the Cherry Hill community, NHS members sponsor peer tutoring on Tuesday afternoons, bingo at Silver Court Nursing Home on Monday nights, and a tea service at the Jewish Geriatric Home on Friday afternoons.

Jennifer Albright
Laura Anderson
Susan Back
Cathy Checinski
Michael Dappolone
Lindsay Erney
Michelle Ernst
Ron Fertig
Jamie Fox
Gregg Freedman
Michele Furman
Erin Gallagher
Genevive Garrido
Simona Gheorghiu
Randi Gilper
Todd Groves
Matthew Halpin
Richard Hohmann
Nicole Ippolito
Karen Jones
Kirk Jones
Holly Krambeck
Jonathan Kwak
William Kwasniewski
Julie McNulty
Miriam Miller
Meraj Mohiuddin
Hal Neeman
Hans Park
Denise Pettke
Chuck Pruna
Jillian Rosen
Sarah Rosen
Sandi Rudenstein
Kristine Saldana
Mildred Santos
Melanie Scott
Dana Seidner
Laurel Singer
Wojtek Szymkowiak
Aileen Tang
Carolyn Thorpe
Cynthia Wai
Erin Williams

National Honor Society Officers

President: Meraj Mohiuddin
Vice-President: Melanie Scott
Secretary: Kristine Saldana
Treasurer: Dana Seidner
1995 Hall

PEDRO CARRASQUILLO

JENNIFER ALBRIGHT

SIMONA GHEORGHIU

LINDSEY ERMEY

SUSAN BACK

TODD GROVES

RON FERTIG
of Fame

MERAJ MOHIUDDIN

ELEANOR KATZ

SARAH ROSEN

LINDSAY MELSON

MILDRED SANTOS

AILEEN TANG

CAROLYN THORPE
Eighteen talented seniors
Who work behind the scenes
As editors, designers, athletes,
Motivate their peers
To excel
Both outside of
And in
The Spotlight.

Cheryl Rock
Debby Goldberg
Mike Theil
Kristine Sladana
Aimee Estilow
Michele Ernst
Miriam Miller
Deron Braswell
When we were young children,
We dabbled in fingerpaints.
And sang "Mary Had A Little Lamb"
While we played a plastic saxophone.
And wrote our own fairy tales,
Which we acted out in dress-up clothes.

Now we play in chamber orchestras and sax quartets,
And sing madrigals and musical scores.
As we write the next sensational short story,
And perform in Shakespearean tragedies,
Set in an intricately painted forest.

Jonathan Kwak
Amanda Lipman
Elizabeth MacFarland
Edward McCorkle
Rebecca McNichol
Lindsay Melson
Jalme Miller
Miriam Miller
Meraj Mohluddin
Jeremy Munger
Elizabeth Murray
Nicole Nader
Kathleen Nanni
Hans Park
Aaron Pesnell
Denise Pettek
Laurie Reineck
Kenneth Robinson
Cheryl Rock
Justin Romeo
Alex Ronning
Jillian Rosen
Sarah Rosen
Sandi Rudenstein
Kristine Saldana
Mildred Santos
Lisa Selliger
Julietta Shoaf
Laurel Singer
Mitchell Steinberg
Alleon Tang
James Vasquez
Cindy Wal
John Wenzel
Jepheth White
Jalme Whitlock
Joseph Young
PRESENTING...
On March 21, 1994, the Board of Education unanimously passed a recommendation for a new science wing. Mr. Krantz, the science department chairperson commented, "We're very happy about the renovation. It will give the program a boost and it will create motivation for staff and students." This coming fall, West students can look forward to having their science classes in a brand new, state of the art facility.
CLASS OF 1995

Mr. Robert Josephs

224 Seniors
Since freshman year, the Class of 1995 government has been very active. Whether government members were planning trips to Great Adventure, selling carnations and Hershey Kisses, or participating in community service activities, Senior Class Government members worked hard to make the school year interesting. And interesting it was, including original ideas such as computer dating, T-shirt design contests, and the "Looney Tunes" Homecoming float. Under the leadership of Governor Susan Back and Lt. Governor Jodi Dorato, the Class of 1995 has made senior year their best year ever.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Side Story</th>
<th>Shakespeare</th>
<th>the waif look</th>
<th>midnight dinners at Denny's and Ponzio's</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Government Organization</td>
<td>pretzel sales after school</td>
<td>PAVAS</td>
<td>parking on Senior Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animaniacs</td>
<td>Lollapalooza</td>
<td>SAT's</td>
<td>Sheraton Inn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homecoming</td>
<td>Wellness Day</td>
<td>Star Trek</td>
<td>report cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new faces in faculty</td>
<td>senior cut day</td>
<td>only 179 days left</td>
<td>foreign exchange students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle of the Bands</td>
<td>weekends on South Street</td>
<td>Kiss Me, Kate</td>
<td>Dodge Poetry Festival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>never ending college applications</td>
<td>watching the clock</td>
<td>Jazz Band</td>
<td>Hotel Atop the Bellevue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of '95 wins freshman and sophomore One-Acts</td>
<td>Music Man</td>
<td>European trips during spring break</td>
<td>soccer team goes to State Finals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood drive</td>
<td>mosh pits</td>
<td>English lab</td>
<td>Mr. West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driver's test</td>
<td>music trips</td>
<td>Woodstock II</td>
<td>carnations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Wing goes under construction</td>
<td>summer jobs</td>
<td>computer dating</td>
<td>42nd Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brave New World and 1984</td>
<td>cut school to go to the shore</td>
<td>Broadway Night</td>
<td>Project Graduation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adams, Calethea  
Tavitoch Condos 
African-American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 11, 12; Peer Leadership 10, 11, 12. “It’s ’95, let’s do it!”

Adolf, David  
17 Rutgers Rd. 
Forensics 11; Thespian Society 11, 12; Children’s Show 10, 11, 12; Class One-Acts 9, 10, 11; Spring Musical 11; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 10, 11, 12; Readers Theatre 11; Boys’ Swimming 9, 10. “There are plenty more fish in the sea, I just need a fishing pole.”

Agbottah, Patience  
107 Brookmead Dr.

Agnello, Angela  
41C Waterford Apts. 
A.M. Announcements 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls’ Basketball 9, 10; Girls’ Cross-Country 10, 11, 12; Softball 9; Morning Activities 9, 10, 11, 12; F.O.P. 11, 12; Girls’ Track 10, 11, 12. “If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door.”

Albright, Jennifer  
11 Kent Rd.
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12 (Secretary 11, 12); Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-President 12); Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; World Affairs Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (President 12); NHS 11, Spanish NHS 11, 12; Class One-Acts 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-News Editor 11, Co-Editor-in-Chief 12); Foreign Literary Magazine 11, 12 (Assistant Editor 11, Editor-in-Chief 12); Girls’ Cross-Country 11; Girls’ Tennis & Model U.N. 9, 10, 12; Science League 10, 11, 12; Math League 9, 10, 11, 12. “It is the generous spirit, who, when brought among the tasks of real life hath wrought upon the plan that pleased his childish thought.” - William Wordsworth

Alexandro, Liz  
105 Woodland Ave. 
Anneney International 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; International Culture Club 10, 11, 12; Nature Defense 9, 12; Community Service 12; Children’s Show 12; Spring Musical 10, 12; Playbill 10; Theatre Workshop 10, 11, 12; Rampant 11, 12 (Business Editor 11, Senior Editor 12); Foreign Language Teaching Program 10, 11. “If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again. Then quit. No use being a damn fool about it.” - W.C. Fields

Allen, Christine  
43 E. Riding Dr. 
A.V. Aides 9, 10, 11, 12; Library Aides 10; Champsions 11; Class One-Acts 9, 10; Junior Miss 11, 12; West Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Three-Act Play 9, 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Girls’ Gymnastics Manager 10, 11; Concert Choir 12; West Gifts 11, 12; Film Crew 9, 10, 11, 12. “Reach for the stars.”

Altman, Kyra  
312 Tavitoch Condos 
Anneney International 10; House Office Aide 12; International Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Nature Defense 10; Children’s Show 9, 10, 12; Class One-Acts 9, 10; Stage Crew 9, 10, 12; Three-Act Play 10; Lions Roar 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10. “What is madness, but divinest sense at odds with circumstance.” - Tiresias

Anderson, Laura  
113 Deerfield Dr. 
French Club 9, 10; NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Chamber Singers 12; Children’s Show 10, 11, 12; Class One-Acts 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 12; Theatre Workshop 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Baseball Manager 10; Girls’ State Alternate 11; House Office Aide 10, 11, 12. “I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.” - Philippians 4:13

Antipas, Jason  
619 Jerome Ave.

Aquino, Leslie  
207 Connecticut Ave.

Arcam, Julie  
4 Lenape Rd. 
French Club 9, 10; House Office Aide 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11; Softball 9, 10, 11; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; F.O.P. 10, 11. “How can you just walk away from me, when all I can do is watch you leave? Because we’ve shared the laughter and the pain and even shared the tears. You’re the only one who really knew me at all.” - Phil Collins

Arcari, Andrew  
640 Kenilworth Ave. - Apt. B. 
Nurse’s Aide 9; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11; Football 9. “You are your worst enemy.”

Archie, Vauhna  
1009 Waymo Rd. 
Symphonic Winds 9, 10, 11, 12. “To all of my friends, new and old, thanks for a good time. I hope to see you again soon.”

Atiya, Ali  
7 Beekman Pl.

Aufricht, Darin  
112 Willow Way 
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Trainer’s Aide 10, 11, 12; Boys’ Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; F.O.P. 9, 10, 11, 12. “That’s it, I’m going home!”

Aumiller, Roy (Tony)  
305 Massachusetts Ave. 
Boys’ Lacrosse 9, 11, 12; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Locker Room Aide 11, 12. “Never put off tomorrow what you can do the day after tomorrow.”

Avery, Lindsey  
117 Westside Ct. 
Aspects 12. “Love’s young nightmare.”

Babcock, Melissa  
907 Abingdon Rd. 
Field Hockey 9, 10; Girls’ Gymnastics 11; Girls’ Swimming 9, 10. “True wisdom is knowing that you know nothing at all.”

Babrow, Deanna  
409 Bradford Rd. 
“You only have one life to live, so live it to the fullest!”

Back, Susan  
54 Ronald Terrace 
Peer Leadership 11, 12; Respect for Drugs 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Homecoming Court 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain 12); Girls’ Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12 (Lt. Governor 9, Secretary 10, Governor 11, 12). “Life is like a dog-sled team. If you aren’t the lead dog, the scenery never changes.” - Lewis Grizzard

Banks, Natalie  
545 Main Street 
African-American Club 9, 10, DECA 10, 11, 12; House Office Aide 10; Nurse’s Aide 10; Community Service 10.

Bathija, Sheebani  
653 Edgemoor Rd.

Bauman, Shannon  
329 Tavitoch Condos

Beard, Marc  
749 Hedy Ave. 
Boys’ Basketball 9; Football 9, 10, 11, 12. “Play hard, have fun, be happy.”

Bell, Amy  
210 Drake Rd. 
Italian Club 9; Indoor Colorguard 9; Marching Band 9; Vocal Workshop 10; Concert Choir 11, 12; Concert Band 9. “To truly love someone is to love their faults too.” - Emmetam

Bermes, Pamela  
448 Kingston Dr. 
French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11. “For every joy that passes, something beautiful remains.”

Blauvelt, Heather  
10 Brier Rd. 
Community Service 10, 11; Concert Band 9; Girls’ Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls’ Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Girls’ Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Class Government 9. “Birds sing after a storm, why shouldn’t we?”
Jaime Whitlock and Lisa Seliger

Boehm, Natalie 107 E. Valleybrook Rd.

Borda, Nicole 808 Dover St.

Bordi, Kristina 526 Woodland Ave.
Italian Club 10, 11; Nurse's Aide 9, 10, 11; Photography Club 10; PAVAS 11.

Boyle, Daniel 1004 Cherry Hill Apts. East
Asian Culture Club 11; DECA 12; Lighting Crew 9; Marching Band 9. "We are the music makers and we are the dreamers of dreams."

Boylan, David 320 Brookline Ave.
Guidance Office Aide 12; Photography Club 10; Community Service 10, 11; Lions Club 11, 12; Boys' Cross-Country 10, 11, 12; Boys' Soccer 9; Class Government 9, 11, 12; Boys' State Delegate 11; Boys' Track 9, 10, 11, 12.

Brand, Jason 38 Renaldo Terrace
A.M. Announcements 9, 10, 11, 12; Peer Leadership 9, 10; Peer Listeners 10; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Chamber Singers 11; Class One-Act 9, 10, 11, 12; Men of Note 12; Mr. West 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Three-Act Play 10; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Boys' Gymnastics 10, 11, 12 (Captain 12). "Nobody can be exactly like me. Sometimes even I have trouble doing it." -Tallahas Bankhead

Braswell, Deron 9 Colgate Dr.
African-American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Peer Leadership 11, 12; Junior Miss Escort 12; Boys' Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys' Track 11, 12.

Brethour, Sheryl 926 Third Ave.

Browen, Latasha 106 Hart Rd.
African-American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; ROTC 16, 11, 12; Spanish Club 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11; Girls' Gymnastics 9, 10; Girls' Track 9, 11, 12. "School may mean nothing to you now, but if you keep your head up you'll go farther in life."

Brown, Tony 1004 Cherry Hill Apts. East

Brownell, Diane 15 Berlin Rd.
House Office Aide 11; Girls' Basketball 10; Girls' La- crosse 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain). Girls' Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain). F.O.P. 11. "So what's your point?"

Burgos, Humberto 620 Haddonfield Rd.

Burgos, Nestor 620 Haddonfield Rd.

Burstein, Stephanie 29 Wagon Ln.
AIDS Awareness Club 11, 12; Amnesty International 9, 10, 11, 12 (Secretary 11); House Office Aide 9; Mock Trial 12; Nurse's Aide 11; Science Club 9; World Affairs Club 10, 11; Thespian Society 12; Children's Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One-Act 9, 10, 11, 12; String Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Three-Act Play 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 10; Concert Choir 12; Rampant 12; SEO 9; Class Government 10, 11, 12 (Fundraising VP 10, 11, Publicity Co-Chair 12). "You don't have to be sick to get better." -Jane Howard

Butler, Donald 1001 N. Kings Hwy. Apt. 610
"High School is the fastest four years of your life. Have fun."

Cabañas, Katherine 102 Kenwood Dr.
"When I'm wrong no one remembers, but when I'm right no one forgets."

Campagna, Shawn 337 Union Ave.

Carnovale, Tracee 112 Greenview Rd.

Carrasquilla, Pedro A110 Somerset Tower Apts.
Peer Leadership 9, 10, 11, 12; Peer Listeners 10, 11, 12; Peer Mediators 10, 11, 12; Respect for Drugs 11; Student Leadership Council 10, 12; Foreign Language Magazine 11 (Editor); SEO 10, 11, 12 (President); Community Service 10, 11, 12.

Chalk, Bobby 1504 Landmark I Apts.

Chan, Helen 106 Tampa Ave.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9. "Always keep a little hope and prayer in your pocket."

Checinski, Cathy 152 N. Mansfield Blvd.
Amnesty International 10, 11, 12 (Human Rights Week Chairman 10, General Board Chairperson and Vice President 11, President 12); French Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Secretary 12); International Culture Club 10, 11, 12; Photography Club 10; Science Club 9; NHS 10, 11, 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Chansons 10; Children's Show 9, 10, 11, 12 (Coordinator 12); Class One-Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12 (Secretary); Three-Act Play 9, 10; Readers Theatre 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Rampant 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Talent Show 12 (Stage Manager); Concert Choir 11. "These cloudless years are a fairy tale."

Chen, Jia 216 Milan Ave.
Asian Culture Club.

Chevere, Delilah 1221 Old Cuthbert Rd.-Rem. 7

Chiha, Halong 17 Wagon Ln.

Choi, Ki-Wan 830 Cooperatiand Rd.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11; Comic Book Club 11, 12; Computer Club 11; French Club 11; International Culture Club 11, 12 (Treasurer 12); Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Vice-President 12); String Ensemble 9, 10, 12; Pit Orchestra 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Aspects 11, 12; Foreign Language Magazine 12; Orchestra 9, 10, 12; Community Service 11, 12.

Civarella, Michael 510 Howard Rd.
Italian Club 11, 12 (Vice-President 12); Foreign Literary Magazine 12 (Editor); Football 9. "If you've failed, then you haven't tried hard enough."

Ciminato, Lauren 270 Tavistock Condos
Respect for Drugs 11, 12; SADD 10, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; Field Hockey 9; Girls' Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12 (Most Valuable Player 11); Class Government 11; Project Graduation 12; F.O.P. 11. "Nothing happens unless it is first a dream."

Coalson, Ronald 508 Lee Ann Rd.

Cohen, Howard 28 N. Syracuse Dr.
"Life is life to its fullest because you don't know how much longer you'll be around."

Cohen, Jeffrey 817 Richard Rd.
International Culture Club 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Marching Band 9; Spring Musical 9, 10; Stage Crew 11, 12; Boys' Lacrosse 10; Boys' Swimming 10, 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; Concert Band 9, 10. "You may be disappointed if you fail, but you are doomed if you don't try."

Coslin, Jerome 14 Orchard Ln.
Asian Culture Club 12; Comic Book Club 11, 12. "In order to know light, one must first experience darkness."

Couchon, Bryan 220 Connecticut Ave.
Boys' Lacrosse 11, 12; Boys' Soccer 9; Boys' Track 10. "Over already? But we never even started."

Cronk, Phillip 907 Dover St.
Boys' Track Manager 9. "In four years at West, we've grown, matured, and changed. Now it's time to move on."

Cuneo, Julie 212 Park Place Condos
Amnesty International 11; Nature Defense 9, 10, 11, 12; Photography Club 10, 11; Football Manager 10, 11; Softball 10, 11; F.O.P. 11. "All the great things are simple, and many can be expressed in a single word." -Winston Churchill

Chris Matarese
Admission at Mr. West

10, 11, 12; Class Government 9 (Treasurer). "There we were all one place, a generation lost in space with no time left to start again." -Don McLean

Doerr, IV, Louis 44 Ralando Terrace

Mack Trial 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; "Trailer's Alde 12; Community Service 10, 11; Baseball 9; Boys' Lacrosse 9, 10, 11; 12; Project Graduation 12; Sports Promotions Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Morning Workshops 12; F.O.P. 9, 10, 11, 12; "East has all the money, but that's not the case. We've got the fastest cars, and the deepest BASS!"

Dorado, Jodi 426 Wayland Rd.

Respect for Drugs 11, 12; Homecoming Court 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls' Lacrosse 9, 10, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; "Is this the end, or is it just beginning?" -Ladd Zeppelin

Dudley, Christopher 808 Orlando Terrace

Italian Club 10; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11; Indoor Drumline 10; Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 10; Vocal Workshop 10; "Can't we all just get along?" -Rodney King

Eaton Jr., Doug 27 Park Dr.

ROTC 9; Concert Choir 12; Vocal Workshop 10; Boys' Gymnastics 10, 11; "The allowed man hears all.

Eckins, Megan 20 Farmhouse Ct.

Nature Defense 9, 10, 11; Peer Leadership 12; Photography Club 10; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 12; "You’re a remarkable, that person who speculates the most boldly often conform with the most perfect qualities to the external regulations of society." -Nathaniel Hawthorne

Evans, Daryl 86 Kings Hwy.

African-American Club 9, 10, 11; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; "I have met a lot of friends, people I will never forget, but I can't say goodbye because the relationships aren't over yet."

Evans, Sean 745 Hedy Ave.

Eydelman, Yuliya 507 Park Place Condos

Community Service 12; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 11, 12; "Good luck to my senior friends and those who have one more year to struggle."
truth in a crowd, that's quite a task. Feel what's in a song, that's beneath the mask." - C. Core

Gulli, Danielle 418 Holly Glen Dr. Amherst International 12; International Service Club 10, 12; Nature Defense 12; PAVAS 12; Spring Musical 10, 12 (Playbill Chairperson); Stage Crew 10, 12; Theatre Workshop 10; Rampant 11, 12 (Business Editor); Senior Editor; "We're gonna be a long, hard drag, but we'll make it." - Janis Joplin

Guy, Kristin 2004 Friendship Ln. Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls' Track 9, 10, 11, 12. What? -

Hamm, Michael 408 Valley Run Dr. DECA 12; Nurse's Aides 11; Community Service 10; Boys' Track 9. "I made it in the Navy. Full speed ahead."

Hammon, Laurence 155 Fox Chase Ln. French Club 12; International Culture Club 12; Spanish Club. "La vie est un long fleuve tranquille. Life is a long tranquil river."

Harrelson, Amy 1107 Mt. Pleasant Way Humanities Club 12; Vocal Workshop 9, 10; Concert Choir 11, 12; Aspects 11, 12. "Non. Je ne regrette rien."
Kurtz, Jason 423 Cranford Rd.
Respect for Drugs 11, 12; Homecoming Court 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys’ Basketball 9, 10; Boys’ Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 11. “Who’s driving?”

Kwik, Jonathan 196 Pearlcroft Rd.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Comic Book Club 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11; NHS 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Lions Row 11; Football 11; Boys’ Soccer 9; Wrestling 11.

Kwanteski Jr., William 414 Narragansett Dr.
Spanish Club 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; Boys’ Volleyball 9; Boys’ Lacrosse 10, 11, 12; Boys’ Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 10, 11, 12. “The difference between a successful person and others is not a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather in a lack of will.” -Vincent T. Lombardi

Lacy, Andrew 346 Borton Mill Rd.
Aspects 12. “It’s better to burn out than to fade away.”

Lahuta, Eric 445 Milesale Dr.
PAXAS 10. “It was fun while it lasted.”

Lander, Jenny 12 Gatesy Ct.
SADD 11, 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; World Affairs Club 11, 12; Girls’ Cross-Country 11, 12; Project Graduation 11, 12; A.M. Workshops 12; Girls’ Track 10, 11, 12. “I’m not the first, I’m not the last. I’m soon to be your past. But every morning when the light comes creeping in around my eyes, another future falls behind the one I had in mind.” -Concrete Blonde

Landis, Kenneth 81 Knollwood Dr.
French Club 10, 11, 12; Campus Police Aide 12; Boys’ Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain 10, 11, 12), “Another class, another day, another year, I can’t believe I’m out of here, to another life, another school, to be once again a freshman foo.”

Leavitt, Amie 36232 Paddock Way
“Thanks, Cherry Hill West, for allowing so many exchange students into your school.”

Lee, Lois 108 Tamara Ct.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 11, 12; French NHS 11, 12 (Secretary); Community Service 11, 12; Bowling 10.

Lee, Man San 108 Tamara Ct.

Lee, Young 1900 Frontage Rd. - Apt. 1710

Lescano, Grace 113 Forrest Rd.
Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; Spanish NHS 12 (Secretary); Girls’ Basketball Manager 11; Science Lab Aide 11, 12; Elementary School Teaching Program 11, 12. “A secret can only be kept by three people if the other two are dead.”

Leung, Warren 313 Cherry Hill Blvd.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Comic Book Club 10, 11; International Culture Club 9, 10, 11; Latin Club/JCL 10, 11, 12; Science Club 11, 12; Girls’ Cross-Country 10, 12; PAXAS 12; Football 9, 11; Class Government 9; Boys’ Track 11, 12; Concert Choir 12; Talent Show 12. “Life is a mirror, if you frown at it, it frowns back. If you smile, it returns the greeting.”

Lewis, Danielle 999 Kingston Dr.
French Club 9, 10, 11; Nature Defense 9, 10; SADD 9, 10, 11, 12; Childeren’s 9; Theatre Workshop 9, 10; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls’ Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain 12); Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12. “I would rather sit on a pumpkin and have it all to myself than to be surrounded on a velvet cushion.” -Thoreau

Ley, Anna 28333 Tamara Ave.
Asian Culture Club 9; House Office Aide 9, 10; ROTC 10, 11; Girls’ Cross-Country 9.

Liberatore, Jaclyn 403 Yorkshire Rd.
“Now, this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.” -Churchill

Ling, Ming-En 1036 Berlin Rd.
Football 9; Boys’ Tennis 11. “The more I study, the more I learn. The more I learn, the more I forget. The more I forget, the less I learn, so why study?”

Lipsman, Amanda 29 Ivy Ln.
The Pantheon Society 12; Chansons 10, 11 (Vice-President); Children’s Show 11, 12; Class One Acts 11; Mr. West 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Three Act Play 10; Readers Theatre 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Foreign Language Magazine 11, 12; Concert Choir 12 (Secretary); HSA Show 11. “Believe in your dreams and make them a reality.”

Lockwood, Brain 11 Colgate Dr.
Boys’ Cross-Country 10, 11, 12; Football 9; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12. “Hi, hello, what’s up?”

Lombardo, Freddy 660 Woodland Ave.

Love, Brett 9 Jolie Ln.
Sports Promotion Club. “Nothing I do is my fault.” -Calvin

Lowneinstein, Philip (Jim) 12 Eddy Ln.

Lundy, Candice 412 Haleale Dr.

Lyons, Sarah 421 Kingston Dr.
Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain 11, 12). “If you follow a path without any obstacles, then it’s probably a path that doesn’t lead anywhere.”

Lyssak, Lisa 170 Pearlcroft Rd.
French Club 9, 10, 12; Nature Defense 9; Photography Club 10; SADD 10; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; FOP 11, 12. “It’s like saying, ‘Give a man a Les Paul guitar and he becomes Eric Clapton’ but it’s not true.” -G. Roger Waters

MacCarthy, Kenneth 312 Oak Ave.
A.V. Aide 9, 10, 11, 12; Computer Club 11; Spanish Club 11, 12; Sound Crew 9, 10, 11, 12. “I will always remember my four years at Cherry Hill West.”

MacFarland, Elizabeth 208 Tooberry Dr.

Mahar, Shawn 902 Edgemoor Rd.
Football 11; Boys’ Soccer 9. “Scared of heights? Can’t look down. Heaven’s too far off the ground.”

Mandell, Lisa 130 Old Carriage Rd.
SADD 10, 11, 12 (Meeting Organizer 12); Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls’ Lacrosse 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12. “If you smile at me I will understand, because that is something everybody everywhere knows in the same language.”

Marino, Sheri 326 Lincoln Ave.
Vocal Workshop 9; Cosmetology 10, 11, 12. “High school’s over, LET’S PARTY!”

Marrara, Theresa 330 Evergreen Ave.
Student Activities Office Aide 9, 10, 11, 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12. “Don’t be a follower. Do what you believe.”

Martin, Amy 11 Knoll Ln.
French Club 9; Nature Defense 9, 10; Photography Club 9, 10; Stage Crew 9, 10; Theatre Workshop 9; Three Act Play 9; Aspects 10, 11, 12; Girls’ Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls’ Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government. “Tropic corridor, tropic treasure, what got us this far, to this mild equator, we need someone or something new, something else to get us through.” -Morrison

Martinez, Hector 506 Hanover Ave.

Marut, Steven 320 Wayland Rd.
Boys’ Tennis 9. “Life is what you make of it.”

Matarese, Christopher 118 S. Woodstock Dr.
African-American Club 10, 11; Italian Club 11, 12; Respect for Drugs 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10; Trainer’s Aides 13; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12.

Mantoni, Michael 1412 Orchard Ln.
“It’s all fun and games until someone gets hurt.” -Pennywise

McBlain, Stephen 365 S. Cleveland Ave.
Spanish Club 9, 10; Community Service 11; Boys’ Soccer 9. “It’s not over, it has just begun.”

McCabe, Nathan 3005 Chapel Ave. Apt. 3S
Nature Defense 9; Boys’ Gymnastics 9.

McCafer, Cara 568 Tarrington Rd.
Aspects 10, 11, 12; Rampant 11; Girls’ Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls’ Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Varsity Captain); Class Government 11; FOP 9, 10, 11, 12. “Life is like a winding road, and I’ve got a speeding ticket around every bend.”
McCorkle, Edward  
202 Kingsley Rd.  
Student Leadership Council 12; Thespian Society 12; Children's Show 10, 12; Class One-Acts 10, 12; Men of Note 10, 11, 12; (Student Director); Mr. West 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12 (President); Wind Ensemble 11, 12; Concert Band 9; Boys' Soccer 9, 10, 11. "Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you will always land among the stars."

McEleney, Daniel  
206 Dayton Ave.  
House Office Aide 11; Library Aide 10; Vocal Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; West Gym 11, 12. "Don't put off till tomorrow, what you can do today.

McEleney, Kathleen  
206 Dayton Ave.  
SADD 12; Chansons 12; Vocal Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12 (Section Leader); West Gifts 11, 12. "Life's only what you make of it.

McGuire, Tina  
1923 Chapel Ave.  
"Forgive, dear mate, I'm going away, I know not where, or what for, or whether I may ever see you again, so goodbye. It's been real!"

McLean, Khaiel  
606 Cooper Landing Rd 84

McNair, Lance  
1158 Cherry Parks Condos

McPherson, Rebecca  
1002 Ostrom Ave.  
Nature Defense 9, 10, 11, 12; President (12); Photography Club 10, 11; SADD 9, 10, 11; Student Leadership Council 12; SADD 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; "Remember what you have seen, because everything forgotten returns to the circling winds." -Navajo Wind Chat

McKulley, Julie  
1005 Ostrom Ave.  
SADD 10, 12; NHS 12; Community Service 9, 10, 12; Three-Act Play 9; Aspects 9; Girls' Lacrosse 9, 10, 12; Girls' Soccer 9, 10, 12; Class Government 9, FOP 9, 9, 10, 12. "I was trying to feel some kind of goodbyes. I mean I've left schools and places I didn't even know I was leaving them. I hate that, I don't care if it's a sad goodbye or a bad goodbye, but when I leave a place like I know I'm leaving it. If you don't, you feel even worse."

McBride, Melissa  
202 Province Rd.  
Chansons 10 (Section Leader); Indoor Colorguard 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Concert Choir 11.

McIsaac, Nancy  
1302 Beevorbrook Dr.  
Spring Musical 11; Rampant 10; Girls' Soccer 10, 11; Make-Up Crew 11. "Hearing only what you want to hear, and knowing only what you heard." -Metallica

McIvor, Patrick  
304 Covered Bridge Rd.  
Chansons 12; Theatre Workshop 12. "Carpe Diem. Let the day for helping, and the night for dreaming. Live your life day to day, moment to moment without being over led up. Life is wonderful. Live every day to the fullest! Nothing is impossible, all is possible."

Miller, Jaimee  
812 Johns Rd.

Miller, Miriam  
510 Kings Croft  
Forensics 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain 11, 12); Humilities Club 12; Student Leadership Council 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Chansons 12; Children's Show 9, 10, 11, 12 (Prop Mistresses 12); Class One-Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 11, 12; Stage Director 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12 (Prop Mistresses 11, 12); Stage Crew 11; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12 (President 12); Three-Act Play 9 (Prop Mistress 10); Readers Theatre 11; Vocal Workshop 11, 12; "The Rainbow Connection."

Moffett, Dennis  
815 Beechwood Ave.

Mohaddin, Meraj  
3112 Warrenwood Wynd  
Lexington, Kentucky 40502  
Amnesty International 9, 10, 11; Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Comic Book Club 10, 11; Forensics 12; International Culture 10, 11; Nature Defense 10; Peer Leadership 10, 11, 12; Peer Leaders 11; Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Leadership Council 11, 12; World Affairs Club 9, 10, 11; NHS 11, 12 (President 12); Spanish NHS 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; Aspects 9, 10; Lions Rear 9, 10, 11, 12 (Art Editor 11); Foreign Literary Magazine 11, 12 (Art Editor 11); Rampant 10; Boys' Soccer 9, 10; Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys' Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12, 12 (Captain 12); Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12 (President 9, 10, Secretary 11); Student Representative 12; Boys' State 11; N.J. Scholar 11; Science League 10, 11, 12. "I never say why me? If I say 'Why me?' to my problems, I have to say 'Why me?' to my blessings. Why did I have to win Wimbledon?" -Arthur Ashe

Moor, Amy  
529 Covered Bridge Rd.  
Respect for Drugs 12; Trainer's Aide 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys' Track 9, 10, 11, 12. "I'd love to say that I'll miss everyone, but I won't!"

Moon, Yong Hyun  
506 Cooper Landing Rd. 86

Morales, Tania  
310 Landmark Apt.

Morley, Jennifer  
416 Cornwall Rd.  
Peer Leadership 9, 10. "I'm never here, so why am I leaving?"

Morsi, Ashraf  
30 Dartmouth Rd.  
French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys' Lacrosse 12; Boys' Soccer 12. "Walk like an Egyptian!"

Moy, Kimberly  
31 Harrison Ave.  
DECA 12; Spanish Club 9, 10, 12; Trainer's Aide 12; Girls' Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls' Track 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 9, 9, 10, 11, 12. "Live your life as an exclamation, not an explanation."

Mullan, Michael  
918 Abington Rd.  
Forensics 9, 10; Thespian Society 11, 12 (Secretary); Children's Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One-Acts 10, 11; Spring Musical 9, 11; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Three-Act Play 9, 10. "In a couple of months I enter film school, and I can't help but dodge the question that everyone seems to ask me, 'Will you remember me if you make it?' with the answer, 'Will you remember me if I don't?'

Munger, Jeremy  
26 Greenwood Ave.  
Latin Club 10, 11; Chamber Singers 12; Jazz Ensemble 11; Men of Note 12; Mr. West 12; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Boys' State Delegate 12; "Amor Omnia Vitum-999 Love Conquers All."

Murray, Dennis  
106 Hedgerow Dr.  
Humanities Club 12; SADD 12; Girls' Lacrosse 10, 11, 12; Softball 12; Class Government 11. "It wasn't for the last minute, nothing would ever get done." -Andy Rooney

Murray, Elizabeth  
106 Hedgerow Dr.  
Nature Defense 9, 11; Photography Club 10; Indoor Colorguard 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9; Project Graduation 12; A.M. Workshop 12; Leadership Workshop 10. "Reach for the stars."

Myers, Brian  
14 W. Miami Ave.  
Guidance Office Aide 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Baseball 9; Boys' Basketball 9; Boys' Soccer 9, 10, 11; SGO 12; F.O.P. 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12. "Life is like music. Some high notes, some low notes, but a wonderful song just the same."

Myers, Jill  
106 Massachusetts Ave.  
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12. "Where's the after-party?"
Nader, Nicole
141 Valley Run Dr.
House Office Aide 10; Nature Defense 9, 10, 11; Spanish Club 9; 10; Chansons 10; Community Service 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 11; Theatre Workshop 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Aspects 12; Children's Show 10. "Living is easy with closed eyes."
- John Lennon & Paul McCartney

Nanni, Kathleen
328 Bancroft Rd.
Peer Leadership 11, 12; Respect for Drugs 11, 12; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Chansons 10; Children's Show 10, 11, 12; Class One-Acts 8, 9; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Concert Choir 11. "Today a new sun rises for me. Everything lives, everything is animated, everything seems to speak to me of my passion, everything invites me to cherish it."
- Anne de Lacallas

Neeman, Hal
405 Belmont Dr.
Guidance Office Aide 12; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Boys' Soccer 8; Boys' Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12; Physics Team 11. "When can I start making serious money?"

Ng, Michael
206 Rhode Island Ave.

Nguyen, Hong
5 Willis Ave.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chess Club 10, 11, 12; Aspects 11; Girls' Volleyball 11, 12. "Things will change. People will change. However, the memory will be the same, happy and sad days at Cherry Hill West will last forever."

Nguyen, Huey
5 Willis Ave.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; House Office Aide 9; Library Aides 11; Vocal Workshop. "It's been so much fun here at West and now the time has come. We're all saying 'Goodbye' with our best wishes."

O'Brien, Christopher
23 Coach Ln.
Amnesty International 11; Nature Defense 11; Community Service 10, 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12; Treasurers 11; F.O.P. 9, 10, 11, 12. "Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds."
- Albert Einstein

O'Donnell, James
214 Harvest Rd.
Class One-Acts 10; Spring Musical 11, 12; Stage Crew 10; West Singers 12; Basketball 9; Boys' Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 11; Concert Band 9; Mentor Program 12. "When you see something you don't like, don't close your eyes, turn around."

O'Leary, Marianne
412 Yorkshire Rd.

Oberg, Tricia
112 Ironmaster Rd.
Nature Defense 11; Lions Roar 10, 11. "Of all things you wear, your expression is most important."

Obertino, William
200 Whitmarsh Way
Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One-Acts 9; Lions Roar 9, 12; Football 9; SADD 12; Class Government 9. "Sometimes I even surprise myself."

Ochal, Patricia
7 Kent Rd.
SADD 9, 11, 12; Spanish Club 9; Chansons 11; Community Service 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9, 10; Girls' La
crosse 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls' Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; F.O.P. 9, 10, 11, 12; A.M. Workshop 12. "The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."
- Eleanor Roosevelt

Oh, Seung
703 Barclay Walk
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys' Volleyball 11, 12; Boys' Soccer 9. "Here is a Korean, handsome Lion in West."

O'Leary, Marianne
412 Yorkshire Rd.

Ok, Kristin
1 Massachusetts Ave.
"I wish the class of '95 health, happiness, and the best of luck."

Pacella, Marc
132 Bancroft Dr.
SADD 12; Student Activities Office Aide 11; Trainer's Aide 12; Football 9; Literary Magazine 11; F.O.P. 9, 10, 11, 12. "Five minutes. Just give me five minutes."

Park, Hans
10 Poplar Terrace
International Culture Club 12; World Affairs Club 10; Spanish NHS 12 (Treasurer); Community Service 11, 12; String Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 10, 11, 12. "Never do today what you can put off until tomorrow."

Park, Patricia
21 Clemson Rd.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chansons 10, 11 (Secretary 11); Vocal Workshop 9; Concert Choir 12; Cheerleading 19, 11, 12 (2nd Captain 11); Girls' Lacrosse 9.

Pelczarski, Thomas
117 Meeting House Ln.
Boys' Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain 11, 12). "Your direction in life is only followed, not chosen. Your outcome

French Class

Pellek, Denise
324 St. James Place
"My only regret is I had but four years to spend on the junior varsity bowling team. Party on!"

Pelletier, Shyla
402 Sherry Way
House Office Aide 12; Cheerleading 10, 11, 12; Girls' Tennis 9; Wrestling Manager 9, 10, 12. "I always knew that looking back on the bad times would make me laugh, but I never knew that looking back on the good times would make me cry."

Pezzoproski, Stanley
56 Winding Way
Football 9.

Pew, David
840 Kingscroft
Boys' Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12. "In order to be successful, you can't be normal."

Porfido, Eve
798 Park Dr.
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls' Lacrosse 9. "Can I just tell you, I don't have a clue."

Potter, Karen
517 Douglas Dr.

Prentice, Jay
12 Halden Rd.
Boys' Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12. "Everyone lives in the shadow of someone. Who's shadow do you live in?"

Pruitt, Chuck
906 Orlando Rd.
Amnesty International 11; Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Editor of Newsletter 10, Planning Board 11, Vice-President 12); French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; International Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Photography Club 10; Science Club 11, 12; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11; NHS 11, 12; French NHS 11, 12; Children's Shy 9, Community Service 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9; Three-Act Play 9, 10, 11; Boys' Volleyball 11; Class Government 11, 12. "Sometimes I go about prying myself, and all the time being carried on the great winds across the sky."
- Ojibway

Purcell, Angela
55 Madison Ave.
Community Service 11, 12; Girls' Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; F.O.P. 11, 12. "If you want your dreams to come true, don't oversleep."

Adrienne Gum
Seniors
Lindsay Erney, Scott Graser, Jill Rosen, and Laurel Singer

Quick, Sharanda 1015 Edgemoor Rd. African-American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; House Office Aide 12; Cable 18, News 12. "Just like moons and like suns, with the certainty of tides, just like the hopes springing high, still I'll rise!" - Maya Angelou

Reidin, Mary Beth 66 Hale Dr.-Windsor Mews

Reinbeck, Laurie 1305 Wallworth Park Apts. Nature Defense 12; SADD 12; Spanish Club 9; Chansons 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Bowling 10, 11; Project Graduation 12; West Gifts 12; A.M. Workshops 12. "When you are old and grey and full of sleep and nodding by the fire, take down this book and slowly read, and dream of what transpired."

Rillerto, Stephanie 53 Lakeview Dr. Photography Club 10; Lions Roar 12; Football Manager 10; Softball 9, 10; F.O.P. 11. "Frustration is when the same snow that covers the ski slopes makes the roads to them impossible." - McGivern

Robinson, Kenneth 126 Sharrowvale Rd.

Rock, Cheryl 819 King George Rd. Forensics 11; Guidance Office Aide 9; Humanities Club 11; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Children's Show 9, 10, 11, 12 (Stage Manager 11, 12); Class-One Acts 9, 10, 11; Costume Mistress 9; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11; Stage Crew 9; PVAS 12 (Secretary); Theatre Workshop 10, 11, 12 (Publicity Manager); Three-Act Play 8, 10, 11; Readers Theatre 11. "Laughter is inner jogging."


Rodgers, Kate 125 Cooper Ave. Spanish Club 9; Chansons 10; Children's Show 9; Indoor Colorguard 8, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 10; Concert Choir 11, 12; Project Graduation 11, 12; Symphonic Choir 11, 12; A.M. Meetings 11, 12; Leadership Workshop 10. "Never give up your dreams. They are the things that are closest to your heart."

Romeo, Justin 31 Colwick Rd. Amnesty International 12; Nature Defense 10; Photography Club 10; PVAS 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Children's Show 10, 11, 12; Class-One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Three-Act Play 1; Readers Theatre 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 12; Boys' Soccer 9. "Let down the curtain, the fœrce is over."

Romeo, Mimi 31 Colwick Rd. Nature Defense 9, 10, 11, 12; Elementary School Program 10, 11, 12; Girls' Cross-Country 11, 12; Captain 12; Field Hockey 10; Girls' Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; SADD 11, 12; F.O.P. 10; 10, 11, 12. "The great affair, the lavish affair with which life is to live as variously as possible, to come one's curiosity like a high-spirited thoroughbred, climb aboard, and gallop over the thick, sun-struck hills everyday." - Diane Ackerman

Ronning, Alex 121 Innomaster Rd. French Club 10, 11, 12; Humanities Club 11; Thespian Society 11, 12; Children's Show 10, 11, 12; Class-One Acts 10, 11, 12; String Ensemble 9; Mr. West 11; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 10, 11, 12; Golf 9, 10, 11, 12 (Varsity Captain 11, 12); Boys' Soccer 9; Class Government 9; Monitor Program 12. "If you don't succeed at first, try, try again."

Rosen, Jillian 137 Greenlawn Rd. Mock Trial 10, 11, 12 (President 11, 12); Spanish Club 9, 10; Student Leadership Council 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Chamber Singers 12 (Student Conductor); Children's Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11; Junior Miss 12; Mr. West 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12 (Treasurer 12); Field Hockey 9; Softball 9, 10; SADD 9, 10; Talent Show 11; Girls' Stage Delegate. "Good friends do not always have to be together; it is a feeling of closeness when distant that proves a lasting friendship."

Rosen, Sarah 111 Sharrowvale Rd. Spanish Club 9, 10; Student Leadership Council 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Children's Show 9, 10, 11, 12 (Production Manager 10, 11, 12, Set Designer 12, Technical Director 12); Class-One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12 (Production Manager 10, 11, 12, Set Designer 10, 11); String Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12 (Concert Mistress 11, 12, Junior Miss 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12 (Production Manager 11, 12); Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12 (President 12, Treasurer 11); PVAS 12 (Vice-President - Theatre); Three-Act Play 9, 10; Talent Show 10, 11, 12 (Stage Manager 11); Girls' State. "I have abandoned my search for truth, and am now looking for a good fantasy." - Ashleigh Brindritt

Rosenbaum, Jeffrey 34 Crofton Commons French Club 9, 10; Children's Show 9; Spring Musical 9; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; "Life is like a baseball game. If the pitcher throws you a curve ball, and you're at bat, you can either strike out or hit a home run. I'd prefer a home run."

Rosenfeld, Danielle 17 Hassemer Ave. Vocal Workshop 9; Boys' Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys' Volleyball Manager 10, 11, 12. "You're always been there when I needed you, but now it's time for me to move on and when I need you, I know where to find you."

Rosenkrantz, Elliot 7 Liverpool Ave.

Rossetti, Leonard 203 Horsehoe Ct. "Take the chance, if you don't somebody else will!"

Rothman, Eric 909 Edgemoor Rd. Boys' Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12. "It's about time I'm outta here. Go Marines!"

Rudenstein, Sandi 22 Greenwood Rd. Mock Trial 10, 11; Nature Defense 9, 10, 11, 12; SADD 11; Spanish Club 9, 10; Student Leadership Council 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Chansons 10, 11, 12; Children's 10, 11, 12; Class-One Acts 9; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Three-Act Play 10, 11;

Saldana, Kristine 406 Bradford Rd. Asian Culture Club 5, 10, 11, 12 (Public Relations); Guidance Office Aide 11; International Culture Club 11, 12; NHS 11, 12 (Secretary); Community Service 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Boys' Volleyball Manager 11, 12; Girls' Volleyball 11 (Co-Captain); A.M. Workshop 12. "Details! Details! Details!" - Henry David Thoreau

Saloen, Jr., Francis 807 Northwood Ave. Mock Trial 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys' Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; F.O.P. 11, 12; Talent Show 12. "We love you and always miss you, T.M. R.I.P."

Santos, Mildred 324 Playa del Sol Apts. Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12 ( Treasurer); Peer Leadership 11, 12 (Trainee); NHS 11, 12; Community Service 11; Lions Roar 11, 12 (Asst. News Editor); Foreign Literary Magazine 12 (Treasurer); Rampant 11, 12 (Sports Editor); Girls' Cross-Country 11, 12; Softball 10; Girls' Track 11; Class Government 12. "A little dream of hope, can bring promise to life. It is a joy against your side, waiting for reality's nourishment."

Savage III, Wesley 15 Eddy Ln. Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12. "Be a dreamer, if you don't know how to dream, you're dead."

Seyback, Catherine 116 Walshervane Dr.

Jeff White
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Mildred Santos

212 Rhode Island Ave.

Sklar, Jr., Stephen
212 Rhode Island Ave.

Trainee’s Aide 12: Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12. "I did it, and that’s that!"

Smith, Adam 111 Garfield Ave.

Chess Club 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 12; Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11, 12; Photography Club 9, 10, 11; Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12. "Youth, we are the energy."

Smith, Jennifer 2 Eddy Ln.

"Well, my younger years are over, now I have to face the real world."

Smith, Kathleen 3 Massachusetts Ave.

Spanish Club 11; Chancellors 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Girls’ Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys’ Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12 (Treasurer 12). "She climbed backward out her window into outside over there." - Maurice Sendak

Socci, Anthony 28 Kenwood Dr.

Peer Leadership 10, 11, 12; Respect for Drugs 12; Trainee’s Aide 12; Homecoming Court 12; Boys’ Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12. "Ya, All-American I was a great student till I was 10, then my mind began to wander."

Sorkin, Ilya 2995 Chapel Ave. 11/VK Chess Club 9; Science Club 10, 11, 12; Aspecta 12; Football 11. "Never let your sense of morals prevent you from doing the right thing."

Staniec, Christian 507 Kings Croft Boys’ Cross-Country 9; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain 12). "It’s like a jungle, sometimes it makes me wonder how I keep from going under."

Steinberg, Mitchell 551 Tarrington Rd.

Photography Club 9, 10; PANAS 12; Aspecta 11; Lions Roar 9; 10, 11, 12; Rampant 11, 12; Class Government 9.

Still, Michael 218 Pond Ct.

Tavistock Condos

African-American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9. "It’s been fun and I love all of you - Later."

Stirn, Michael 3 Massachusetts Ave.

West Singers 12. "The important thing is not to stop questioning." - Einstein

Strimber, Suzanne 419 Jamaica Dr.

Strumbro, Thomas 113 Westover Dr.

"Boomshakalaka!"

Sulzipo, Thomas A508 Somerset Tower Apts.

Sumpier, Tracy 101 Cranberry Ct.

French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; House Office Aide 12; Nature Defense 9; SADD 9, 10, 11; Chancellors 10, 11, 12; Children’s Show 9, 10; Class One-Aces 10; Spring Musical 10; Stage Crew 9, 10; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Voc- ical Workshop 9; Football Manager 11; Track Manager 11, 12. "See me, feel me, touch me, heal me."

Szymbkowski, Wojtek 100 Park Blvd., 508

Amnesty International Club 11, 12; Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Newsletter Editor); French Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Treasurer); International Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; World Affairs Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-President); NHS 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West; Lions Roar 12; Rampant 12 (Underclassmen Editor); Boys’ Swimming 9, 10; Boys’ Tennis 9, 10. "Insist upon yourself - regret nothing." - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Tang, Aileen 210 Barclay Towers

Art Club 9; Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Newsletter Editor); Chess Club 9; Mock Trial 10; Nature Defense 10, 11, 12 (Treasurer 12); Science Club 10; World Affairs Club 10, 11; NHS 9, 10, 11, 12; Children’s Show 10; Jazz En- semble 9, 10; Junior Miss Bambii 10; Marching Band 10; Pit Orchestra 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 11; Lions Roar 10, 11, 12 (News Editor 11, Editor-in-Chief 11); Rampant 9, 10, 11, 12 (Copy Editor 10, Faculty Editor 11, Performing Arts Editor 12); Boys’ Volleyball 11; Class Government 6; Science League 10, 11, 12. "Learning is like sail- ing a boat upstream: Failure to advance results in regression." - Chinese proverb

Tesliopoulos, Angelo 522 Douglas Dr.

Mock Trial 12; Boys’ Soccer 9, 10. "You think you’re big time? You’re gonna die big time!"

Theil, Michael 104 White Oak Dr.

Peer Leadership 11, 12; Respect for Drugs 11, 12; Boys’ Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain 12); Boys’ Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain 12). "Act before you speak and then speak according to your actions" - Confucius "And by the way, it’s all good."

Thomas, Matthew 987 Kingston Dr.

Asian Culture Club 10, 11, 12; Chamber Singers 12; Pit Orchestra 9, 10; Spring Musical 11, 12; West Singers 12; Project Graduation 12.

Thorps, Carolyn 126 Farmington Rd.

Respect for Drugs 11, 12; SADD 10; Spanish Club 11, 12; NHS 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Homecoming Court 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12 (Tri-Captain 12); Girls’ Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12. "The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."
TITTLEMAN, PHILIP
Photography 9, 10, 11; Bowling 9.

TOFANI, MICHAEL
137A Wallworth Park Apts.

TRALIN, FERN
55 Knollwood Dr.
DECA 11; Peer Leadership 10; Vocal Workshop 12; Baseball Manager 9, 10; Girls' Basketball 9.

TRANG, THAI
512 E. Colonial Apts.

VASQUEZ, JAMES
1920 Frontage Rd. Apt.-1807
Art Club 11, 12; Computer Club 10, 11 (Secretary); Forensics 12; French Club 12; Latin Club-JCL 11, 12; Science Club 10, 11; FAYAS 12; Class One-Acts 11; Mr. West 12; Stage Crew 12; Theatre Workshop 12; Aspects 11; Rampant 11, 12 (Student Life Editor 12); "But with me and Pigtie Longstockin's, what would the children look like? Harf. But no matter what they looked like, they'd be loved." — Pinky

VAZAGA, SUJAY
57 Randalo Terrace
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11; ROTC 10, 11, 12; SADD 11; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish NHS 12 (Vice-President); Community Service 12; Marching Band 9, 10; Theatre Workshop 9, 10; Girls' Lacrosse 9, "All of our experiences will last only moments, but our memories will last forever.'

VERA, JOANN
976 Kingston Dr.

VERNON, DAVID
203 Third Ave.
DECA 11, 12; Photography Club 10; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12; Girls' Basketball 9, F.O.P. 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11; "It's like reaching for a star, knowing you can't touch it, but you still like trying."

VITAGLIANO, SHOLEY
"You only live once."
1009 Roundoff Ave.

VOGT, DANIELLE
725 Longwood Ave.
French Club 9, 10; Girls' Cross-Country 9, 10, 12; Girls' Swimming 9, 10; Girls' Track 9, "Watch out! Here comes George!"

WAI, CYNTHIA
538 Tarrington Rd.
International Culture Club 12; SADD 13; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12; World Affairs Club 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; String Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 11; Spring Musical 11; Girls' Cross-Country 10, 11, 12; Girls' Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Project Graduation 11, 12; Science Lab Aide 12; A.M. Moulings 13; "It's time to move on, time to get going. What lies ahead, I have no way of knowing. But under my feet, baby, grass is growing. It's time to move on, it's time to get going."

JASON BRAND, JESSICA DEAL, AND KATE NANNI

WALSH, JOSEPH
440 Valley Run Dr.

WANG, JEN
317 Windsor Dr.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Comic Book Club 11; DECA 10, 11, 12 (President); Spanish Club 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; Aspects 12; Girls' Volleyball 11, 12 (Varsity Captain); Boys' Basketball Manager 9; Field Hockey 9, 10; Softball 8, 10, 11; Class Government 11, 12 (Profit-Sharing Treasurer); "When you change, don't expect the world to change with you."

WEBER, LAUREN
19 Potter St.-Haddenford Chansons 12; Marching Band Equipment Manager; Stage Crew 9, 10; Theatre Workshop 9, 10; Three-Act Play 10; Vocal Workshop 11; Boys' Basketball Manager 9, 11; Football Manager 11, 12; Boys' Track Manager; Campus Police Aide 12; "Even the innocent have uncontrollable desires."

WEITZENBAUM, SARA
413 Bruce Terrace
Amnesty International 11, 12 (Communications Coordinator); French Club 10, 11, 12 (Vice-President); International Culture Club 10, 11, 12 (Secretary); Theatre Workshop 10, 11, 12; Rampant 11, 12 (Faculty Editor 12); "Peace is for the dead."

WENCZEL, JOHN
1000 Cooperstown Rd.
"Never stop fighting until the fight is done! Here endeth the lesson!"

WHITE JR., JOPHATH
380 Church Rd.
Jazz Ensemble 16, 11, 12; Indoor Drumline 10; Marching Band 8, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 12; Boys' Basketball 10, 9, 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; Concert Choir 12; Boys' Track 9, 12; Concert Band 9, 10; Orchestra 11; Symphonic Choir 12; Sportsmanship Group 19, 11, 12; "The very essence of leadership is that you have a vision. You can't blow an uncertain trumpet."

WILKINS, ZACHARY
302 E. Chapel Ave.
DECA 11, 12; Shop West 10; Trainer's Aides 12; Boys' Soccer 9, 10, 11; Boys' Tennis 9; F.O.P. 10, 11; "Forever on. It's better to burn out than to fade away." — Cobain

WILLIAMS, EARLE
425 Burning Tree Rd.
AIDS Awareness Club 11, 12; SADD 9, 10; NHS 11, 12; Field Hockey 9; Girls' Lacrosse 9, 10; Girls' Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Class Government 11, 12; "It's my comfort, my inspiration, my love. But I am captain of my soul."

WILLIS, DONNIE
1523 N. Bowling Green Dr.

WOODCOCK, SEAN
113 E. Miami Ave.
Photography Club 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 12, 12.

WOODWORTH, WILLIAM (ANDY)
110 Harvest Rd.
Chess Club 9, 10; Latin Club-JCL 9, 10, 11, 12; Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12; "Imagination is EVERYTHING."

WYLLIS, GLEN
24 Farmhouse Ct.
Italian Club 11, 12; Symphonic Winds 9, 10, 11; Boys' Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; "The best way to destroy your enemy is to make him your friend." — Abraham Lincoln

YOUNG, JOSEPH
38 Syracuse Dr.
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Planning Board Member 11); International Culture Club 12; Science Club 11, 12; Community Service 12; Jazz Ensemble 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 11; Rampant 12 (Co-Editor); Boys' Swimming 9, 10, 10; Mentor Program 10; "Better by far you should forget and smile, than that you should remember and be sad." — Christina Rossetti

ZINK, MELISSA
224 Belle Arbor Dr.
House Office Aide 12; Italian Club 9, 10; SADD 9; F.O.P. 9, 10; "So before we end and then begin, we'll drink a toast to how it's been, a few more hours to be complete, a few more hours on another journey with few more times that I can say - I've loved these days." — Billy Joel

Elizabeth Murray and Laurie Reineck
Jonathan D. Corson

We dedicate this page to the memory of our classmate, Jonathan D. Corson.

“If we could have but one lifetime wish, one dream come true, we’d pray to God with all our hearts for yesterday and you.”

The Class of 1995
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein orders his troops to the border of oil-rich Kuwait. The U.S. sends 330,000 troops to the area to support the Kuwaiti forces. By October 11, Hussein orders the withdrawal of most of his forces.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin calls out his poorly trained military to subdue a rebellion in Chechnya, a southern republic the size of Connecticut. Critics accuse Yeltsin of resorting to totalitarian methods of the old communist Soviet regime to keep the shaky Russian Federation unified.

Europe's worst flood in this century kills at least 30 people across Europe. Inland floods caused by melting Alpine snow and relentless rains hit Belgium, France, Germany, and the Netherlands, whose famous dike system begins to crumble late in January 1995 in the face of rampaging rivers. Dutch authorities evacuate 250,000 people from the lowlands.

Camilla Parker Bowles, allegedly Prince Charles' mistress, announces her divorce from her husband, Andrew Parker Bowles. Princess Diana is said to be negotiating a divorce from Charles, who will be free to remarry without giving up the throne—unless unhappy wife force a referendum on the monarchy.

More than 900 passengers die, 140 are rescued when the Estonia, a 15,500-ton Baltic ferry sinks off the coast of Finland in a violent nighttime storm. The storm's 30-foot waves swamp the ship, which lists and sinks in a matter of minutes.

Joyful residents of Belfast celebrate after the Irish Republican Army (IRA) announces an end to its military operations in Northern Ireland as of August 31. After 25 years of British military presence and over 3,000 killings, the IRA says it will now seek Irish union only through political channels.

Tipper Gore, wife of U.S. Vice President Al Gore, visits Rwandan refugee camps in Zaire in July. Thousands of refugees, fleeing ethnic conflict in Rwanda, die of cholera, dysentery, and other infectious diseases. Fresh water supplied by the United States military greatly reduces the number of cholera deaths.

Palestine Liberation Organization chairman Yasir Arafat returns to Palestine in July 1994 after 27 years of exile in Tunisia. Arafat kisses the ground in the Gaza Strip, now a Palestinian autonomous zone under the terms of a 1993 peace accord with Israel.

On July 25, U.S. President Bill Clinton welcomes King Hussein of Jordan, right, and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin to the White House, where the two sign a historic nonaggression pact that ends a 46-year state of belligerency between Israel and Jordan.

After a peasant uprising in Chiapas and two major political murders, Mexico gets a new president. Ernesto Zedillo, an economist, assumes office only to face a stockmarket crash, a ruined economy, and a loss of international confidence in the wake of the North American Free Trade Agreement.

Conservative religious groups and those who believe in individual rights clash over issues of education for women and family planning at the U.N. International Conference on Population and Development in Cairo, Egypt, September 5.
Millions of South Africans travel weary hours and wait in mile-long lines to vote in the first all-race elections. After more than a century of white rule, the voters choose former political prisoner Nelson Mandela to preside over the dismantling of apartheid.

Jimmy Carter, former U.S. president and self-styled global troubleshooter for peace, negotiates on behalf of the U.S. in Haiti, Bosnia, and North Korea. He even offers to help settle the baseball strike.

U.S. President Bill Clinton, right, and British Prime Minister John Major take part in ceremonies in June 1994 at a military cemetery during the 50th anniversary commemoration of the Allied D-Day invasion of Europe, the event that sealed the fate of Nazi Germany during World War II.

In Japan, an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.2 collapses buildings, derails trains, buckles elevated expressways, and causes fires throughout the city of Kobe. Over 5,000 people are killed and 26,000 injured. The Japan quake occurs January 17, 1995, one year to the day after a quake devastated Los Angeles.

Chinese school children, dressed to look like Colonel Sanders, welcome the president of Kentucky Fried Chicken to Shanghai in May 1994. Few of the country's many foreign business ventures thrive, but KFC becomes a Chinese favorite. The finger-lickin' enterprise makes plans to expand its outlets from 28 to 200.

Triumphant Jean-Bertrand Aristide reclaims his position as president and restores democracy to Haiti with the help of U.S. troops. Haiti had suffered under the rule of a military junta led by General Raoul Cedras, who goes into exile after reaching an agreement with U.S. mediators.

In one of the most successful antiterrorist operations in aviation history, French commandos storm an Air France jetliner and kill four Algerian hijackers, freeing the plane's 173 passengers and crew.

Thousands of Cubans flee their economically depressed homeland, hoping for a better life in America. Many set out on homemade rafts and small vessels only to be intercepted by the U.S. Coast Guard. The United States and Cuba reach an agreement in September that allows 20,000 Cuban immigrants to enter the United States each year.
In the wake of the 1994 Los Angeles earthquake and the southern California wildfires of 1993, California experiences more natural disasters in January 1995 when rainstorms cause flooding that kills 11 people and leaves 3,300 others homeless. Flooding is so high in Santa Barbara, fun-seeking teenagers dive off a freeway overpass into 15 feet of water. President Clinton declares 34 counties federal disaster areas.

In 1994, the U.S. registers a one-year population growth of 2.7 million. One-third of the increase is due to immigration, the largest such influx since 1914.

Author and humanities professor, Ralph Ellison, dies at age 68. His 1952 novel, Invisible Man, has been called the most powerful novel written about alienation, identity, and racism in America.

A huge increase in killings by 14- to 24-year-olds raises the nation’s homicide rate, while violence blamed on street gangs rocks communities nationwide. A boy, 13, is sentenced to life for strangling a four-year-old. In Chicago, an 11-year-old boy kills a 14-year-old girl and is then executed by his own gang. In Washington state a pair of 12-year-olds shoot a migrant worker.

The death of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis in May 1994 marks the end of an era, a time when America was prosperous, fighting for civil rights, and heading for the moon. The former first lady is buried next to her husband, President John F. Kennedy, in Arlington National Cemetery, Washington, D.C.

The prosecution seeks the death penalty in the case of Susan Smith, who dupe the nation with a frightening tale of the abduction of her two little boys. The community’s early support grows quickly to hatred when Smith confesses to murder—she sent her children to their deaths at the bottom of a lake.

Called the Republican revolution, November mid-term elections put the Republican party and its anti-big government platform in control of Congress for the first time in 40 years. Georgia’s Newt Gingrich, author of the GOP’s “Contract with America,” is the new Speaker of the House.

The volunteers for Silent March bring shoes from every state for one of the quietest demonstrations to ever take place in Washington, D.C. Each empty pair of shoes represents one of the more than 46,000 Americans who have been killed by handguns.

Despite powerful National Rifle Association lobby efforts, Congress passes a crime bill banning the sale of 19 types of assault weapons. The Brady Law goes into effect; in one month 33,510 people with criminal records are denied the purchase of a handgun.

Heat, drought, and lightning combine to set Western states ablaze in late June and July. Fires consume 2,000 acres in Colorado’s South Canyon when 50 mile-an-hour winds whip the flames into a firestorm, killing 14 specially trained firefighters; 10 men and four women.
The 37th U.S. President, Richard Nixon, dies in April 1994. Nixon was responsible for restoring normal ties with the People’s Republic of China following the signing of the Shanghai Communiqué in 1972.

A rare white buffalo named Miracle draws crowds to the humble Wisconsin farm where it was born August 20. Native Americans believe the calf is the fulfillment of a Lakota Sioux prophecy. Five hundred years ago, White Buffalo Woman told her people that she would return as a white calf to usher in a new age of harmony between all races of mankind.

President Clinton, with Republican leader Bob Dole, signs legislation implementing the U.S. role in an expanded General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), one of the most sweeping trade liberalization pacts in history. The legislation makes the U.S. a member of a new 125-member World Trade Organization. Protectionists worry that GATT may promote world trade but won’t sufficiently protect American jobs.

The Secret Service considers restricting public access to the White House after a gunman fires 27 rounds at the building’s facade in October. In September, a small Cessna airplane crashes on the South Lawn and comes to rest at the base of the White House below President Clinton’s bedroom, killing the pilot.
The U.S. Interior Department moves the bald eagle from its endangered species list to the less critical "threatened" category. The Pacific Northwest's spotted owl is left to fend for itself when in June a federal judge lifts the 1989 injunction that halted logging in the owl's habitat.

The fossil of a previously unknown dinosaur, the 25-foot-long Cryolophosaurus ellioti, is found in Antarctica.

Despite a so-called fitness craze, the National Center for Health Statistics confirms the American overabundance of food combined with a sedentary lifestyle is creating an epidemic of obesity. Since 1980, the number of overweight adults has ballooned to one-third of the population, with an alarming increase among children.

Some of the 599 newly revealed secret ingredients major cigarette-makers add to improve taste and texture: beeswax, butter, carrat oil, citronella oil, cocoa shells, corn silk, dandelion root extract, 31 chemicals that start with ethyl, oak chip oil, vinegar, and dimethylhydroxybenzenzoturanone.

Three planets are discovered orbiting a pulsar star 3,000 light-years away in the constellation Vela. It is the size of the moon and two are three times more massive than Earth; all are rocky worlds without atmospheres.

NASA's space shuttle mission 64 tests the operations of a Simplified Aid For Extravehicular Activity Rescue (SAFAR) device. Crew member Mark Lee maneuvers successfully outside the Discovery, while Carl Meade photographs him against the background of Earth.

Martin Rodbell and Alfred Gilman are awarded the 1994 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for developing a model of cell communication that has medical implications from cholera to cancer.

The Food and Drug Administration institutes new food labeling on almost all foods in response to consumer protest against the many misleading claims of food producers. The new readable labels provide realistic serving sizes, list calories from fat, and allow you to compare different nutrient values.

The century's greatest chemist and antinuclear activist, Linus C. Pauling, winner of the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1954 and the Nobel Peace Prize in 1962, dies at the age of 93. His work on DNA laid the foundation for Crick and Watson's discovery of the double helix.

In Ethiopia, anthropologists discover the skull of a human ancestor, Australopithecus ramidus, 4.4 million years old. The new species has features midway between apes and humans and promises to provide clues to still earlier evolutionary stages.

Autostereograms, popularly known as Magic Eye, cause legions of people to stare cross-eyed for long periods of time. Based on a mystery of neurology and 3-D objects, pattern elements fuse into left-eye and right-eye images of a single hidden object which appears to be floating.

Japan's "Love Love Simulation" computer program allows couples to take a non-scientific look at future offspring by digitally combining their own photos to predict a child's appearance.
Astronomers wait at every major telescope in the world to see the historic cosmic crack-up of the 21 big fragments of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 as it smacks into the atmosphere of Jupiter at 134,000 miles an hour. Plumes of fire shoot up hundreds of miles, high enough to become visible to telescopes on Earth.

Internet activity rises sharply as surfers find their way around the information superhighway. Advertisers, rock music reviewers, the worldly Voice of America, and others decide it's time to jump on.

A cave is found in southern France, full of 380 vivid paintings of woolly-haired rhinos, bears, mammoths, panthers, and owls made about 20,000 years ago. The Stone Age artists also left behind bear skulls, flint knives, footprints, and fireplaces. Experts call it the archaeological find of the century.

Outbacks in military spending force the U.S. Navy to reduce its elite 100-dolphin fleet trained for use in sonar research, mine sweeping, and underwater recovery. Too tame to be released in the open sea, the veterans of conflicts from Vietnam to the Persian Gulf retire to aquariums and water parks.
Young people serve their country by volunteering under a new program called AmeriCorps, where 26,000 people aged 17 and up work with community-based organizations in exchange for $7,500 plus money toward college tuition or loans.

One percent of the nation’s 50 million school-age children learn at home as families seek alternatives to public schools. In a handful of high-tech experiments, kids submit homework by modem, download books and artwork from the Internet, and collaborate on academic projects with other children around the world.

A survey of college kids reveals their favorite sources of sugar and caffeine during all-night studying to be: powdered iced tea, peanut butter mixed with marshmallow cream, baby food, ramen noodles, raw cookie dough, and trail mix made from chocolate chips, graham cracker bits, and mini-marshmallows.

Besides recycled clothing like license-plate busters, bottle-cap jewelry, trash-bag and duct-tape dresses, fashion trends include the schoolgirl look with thigh-highs, and the grunge—turned—beatnik look of long, straight hair and a goatee.

A new survey shows that over 12 million Americans are vegetarians, choosing the no-meat lifestyle because of concern about animal cruelty, cost-efficiency, eco-friendliness and/or improved health and fitness.

A lively new cafe society centers around the 5,000 gourmet coffee shops which spring up around the country. To the often young and trendy patrons, the social interaction is just as important as the espresso. Some cafes offer full-time Internet links so patrons can sip and chat with other Internet latte-drinkers.

Yoga, a Hindu system of stretching exercises for well-being, surges in popularity, mostly because the older generation seeks a technique for alleviating stress and finds yoga better than aerobics.

Aerobic boxing, with boxing-style leg and arm work, turns out to be one of the year’s hot exercise trends, showing up in workout studios and attracting those who want to work off their aggression by throwing a right and a few jabs.
Led by brash young skate and surf types, two million snowboarders nationwide discover the joy of swooping down slopes on one board instead of two. No hard boots, no poles, no crossed tips, make it easier than skiing. Since their giant frozen wave is a ski hill, snowboarders annoy old-style skiers who want their slopes left undisturbed by shredders.

A hot new collectible derives from an old household item. Milk caps, known in some regions as pogs, originally capped the bottles left by the milkman but have now gone funky with colorful printed designs and variations that are traded and used in games.

Although most are forced to settle for Oakley wrap-arounds, stylin' kids, like in-line skaters and urban youth, clamor for Arnet's $80 Ravens with the silver-chrome frames.

The first generation to ignore colas in favor of fruit drinks, today's young people give Snapple popular cult status. The trend breeds juice wars as Snapple imitators like Fruitopia vie for youth market share and inundate the airwaves with Generation X-type advertising.

Pope John Paul II authors Crossing the Threshold of Hope, a blend of theology, evangelizing and personal reminiscence. It becomes a best-seller in 95 countries.

Remaining a virgin in the face of peer pressure finds new respect among teens who defend their freedom to forgo sex in a sex-crazy world. The movement is both a demand for real love and a reaction against unwanted pregnancy and health risks, since today one out of four kids are infected with sexually transmitted diseases by the age of 21.

It's called "the year of the cottage industry" as more Americans adopt different work arrangements in response to corporate downsizing, either by telecommuting or starting businesses out of their homes.

Kool-Aid makes a cheap hair-dye, an alternative to bleached hair with, say, Prizm Blue added for sheen. The "city fade" shaves the sides of your head and leaves the top longer, and the matted hair look is achieved by leaving the soap in and forgetting to comb.

The designer pets of the year are African pigmy hedgehogs, and some 3,000 find homes with humans. They are gentle, like to be petted, and need a once-a-day feeding of pet food or mealworms. They don't smell and will even eat your roaches.
John Travolta and Samuel L. Jackson star in Pulp Fiction, an "extravagantly demented low-life tapestry with outlandish twists." The film's plot revolves around a watch, a bribe, and a large syringe in a dinky humorous scene which reportedly causes a few audience members with needle-phobia to fall out of their seats in revulsion.

John Candy, the large and lovable star of films Splash, Cool Runnings, Home Alone, and many other family favorites, dies at the age of 43. Whether Candy played jerks, slots or loonies, his natural goodness came shining through.

"Life is like a box of chocolates," says its title character. Forrest Gump, starring Tom Hanks, surprises everyone with its popularity, attributed to the audiences' thirst for the film's theme of simple values and good intentions. Fascinating special effects place Gump into real news footage with U.S. presidents.

Every Tuesday night 20 million homes tune in to "Home Improvement," television's No. 1 show, starring comedian Tim Allen as Tim Taylor, the how-to host of "Tool Time," with his wife Jill and three kids. Fans love this funny real-life reflection of middle-class family life.

Comedian Jim Carrey's career is s-s-smokin'. In The Mask, Carrey plays shy Stanley Ipkiss, who discovers that a mythical mask can turn him into a very cool green-faced cartoon-like dude. While waiting for sequels to The Mask and Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, Carrey fans enjoy current hit Dumb and Dumber.

With a tried-but-true storyline, the TV show "Me and the Boys," becomes an immediate family favorite, with stand-up comic Steve Harvey playing a widower who's left to raise three lively sons singlehandedly.


Tom Cruise bites as the elegantly evil vampire Lestat in the film based on Anne Rice's novel Interview With the Vampire. Brad Pitt costars in the story that's been a favorite with millions of readers for twenty years.

Shameless prime-time soap opera "Melrose Place," co-starring Heather Locklear and Grant Show, attracts legions of fans with its silly-sensational plotlines and shallow-but-beautiful characters. Fans even buy the TV show's soundtrack and "MP" clothing.

Comic Margaret Cho stars in the first all-Asian sitcom "All-American Girl," about a college girl who's not making enough money to move away from home and has to live with her rigidly traditional Korean immigrant parents.
The animals aren't cuddly, but Disney's 32nd animated feature _The Lion King_ is still a box-office smash and a sure classic. The story of a young lion, Simba, on the path to maturity combines live Tim Rice/Elton John songs with comedy that leaves audiences roaring. Just say "Hakuna matata." Swahili for "no worries."

After his villain in Shakespeare's _Much Ado About Nothing_ and his title role in Bertolucci's _The Little Buddha_, actor Keanu Reeves buffs up to play an action star in _Speed_, about a bomb and a runaway bus, one of the year's biggest box office hits.

Although his action fans may prefer _True Lies_, Arnold Schwarzenegger, with co-star Danny DeVito, cracks up audiences in _Junior_, where the strongman plays a boringly-serious scientist who tests a fertility drug on himself, learns the joys of motherhood, and falls in love with the baby's mom, Emma Thompson.

Living Single" is hailed as a New York City version of "Designing Women." The comedy is about four women who share a big apartment, and features Kim Fields and rap star Queen Latifah, whose quiet presence and dignity singles her out as a star.

Talented young Claire Danes stars as a savvy 15-year-old confronting adolescent anxieties in the ABC television series "My So-Called Life," which receives critical acclaim. Danes also stars in the movie _Little Women_, with Winona Ryder.

This year's Emmy for best comedy series goes to TV's "Frasier," the story of a radio psychiatrist with a dysfunctional family. Star of the critical and main-stream hit, Kelsey Grammer dedicates his best-actor award to the dog "Eddie" whose off-screen name is Moose.

Baywatch," the world's most watched syndicated TV show, is a feel-good action/adventure about a Malibu lifeguard, played by David Hasselhoff. Sunny beach scenes take the pressure off plot or character development. In tribute to its popularity, Mattel, Inc. creates Baywatch Barbie.

Lou Gehrig's last day, Sandy Koufax on the mound, and Jackie Robinson's arrival are all part of the Ken Burns film "Baseball," an 18 1/2-hour historical mini-series on PBS. "Baseball" touches on American issues of race, labor, immigration, the role of women, urban renewal, popular media, and the nature of heroes and mythology.

_Hoop Dreams_ is a documentary about two young Chicago athletes who dream of playing in the NBA. Arthur Agee and William Gates soon realize the dream will have to come at the expense of everything else. _Hoop Dreams_ offers as much drama, excitement, and emotional ups and downs as anything to come out of Hollywood.
Music, moshing, and lots of mud define Woodstock '94. The 25th anniversary of the original 1969 "summer of love" has ATMs, Pepsi, and 90s pricing: $135 tickets and $4 hamburgers. After happily grooving to everything from Bob Dylan to Nine Inch Nails, 350,000 fans depart peacefully.

Pop-siren Janet Jackson's body language and lyrics draw large concert crowds to see her perform hits like "You Want This/70's Love Groove." Jackson wins an MTV Music Award for her video "If."

Singer Vince Gill makes country music history by winning the Country Music Association's award for top male vocalist four years in a row. The CMA also awards him 1994 Entertainer of the Year.

Although Madonna's bad-mannered appearance on Letterman begets criticism, her album Bedtime Stories, with hits "Take a Bow" and "Secret," is a solid chart-topper.

With quirky lyrics and bass-voiced singing on hits like "Mmm, Mmm, Mmm, Mmm," the Crash Test Dummies' album, God Shuffled His Feet, becomes a chart-topper in the U.S. and Europe.
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EMI Records releases Live at the BBC a two-disc set of radio concerts recorded by the Beatles in the early '60s. "Free as a Bird," an original unfinished track by the late John Lennon, is finished, mixed with the live voices of Paul, George, and Ringo, and included in the set.

Nominated for best female vocalist, country singer Mary Chapin Carpenter croons at the Country Music Awards ceremony, but loses to Pam Tillis. Carpenter's album Stone in the Road tops the country charts.

The rock-spectacle Rolling Stones tour, named after their album Voodoo Lounge, combines a light show, computer animation, video blowups, and gigantic inflatable props. Millions watch the Stones prance through their classic and current hits like "Love Is Strong." Voodoo Lounge becomes the highest grossing tour in history with $115 million in ticket sales.

The Benedictine Monks of Santo Domingo de Silos release their CD, Chant. Heavy rotation on MTV turns the collection of ancient Gregorian chants into an unexpected best-seller.

It's a year of hits for buzz band, Gin Blossoms. Their top-selling album New Miserable Experience, covers "Hey Jealousy," "Found Out About You," and "Until I Fall Away."

Dismissed as kiddie artists, three 12-year-old rappers who go by the name of immature, get a new sound. Album Playtime is Over and hits "Never Lie" and "Constantly" pump them up to stardom.

Powered to the top with their pure pop sound, Swedish quartet Ace of Base tops the charts with The Sign. Their sound is a contagious blend of reggae-splashed pop known as "China Reggae."

Hailed as the crown prince of reggae, Buju Banton's album, Buju Banton: Voice of Jamaica, pumps the party with "Walk Like a Champion" and "Man a Look Yuh."

Hit single "Cryin'" wins MTV's Video of the Year award for singer Steven Tyler and metal band Aerosmith, who ride a wave of success and release their new album Big Ones.

Irish rock foursome, the Cranberries, tour the United States playing the sad, pretty melodies from their second hit album, No Need to Argue.

Rappers with a self-reliant attitude, Salt-N-Pepa keep their Very Necessary vibe going this year with hits "Shoop" and "Whatta Man" which wins them, along with En Vogue, an MTV Music Award.

Rapper Snoop Dogg's performance makes the movie soundtrack Above the Rim a best-seller. His video "It's a Doggy Dogg World," which reunites all the '70s black exploitation film stars, wins an MTV Music Award.
Ranked No. 1, the University of Nebraska Cornhuskers finish their unbeaten season by defeating the Miami Hurricanes to win the national title. Quarterback Tommie Frazier earns MVP honors by guiding the Huskers to two fourth-quarter touchdowns and a dramatic 24-17 victory.

She was a pro at 13, a millionaire at 14, and out of the game at 17. After getting booked on charges of marijuana possession, tennis star Jennifer Capriati enters a drug rehab program and makes a comeback in a tournament where she plays well but loses her first-round match.

Former Wimbledon champ Andre Agassi wins the 1994 U.S. Open and beats champion Pete Sampras at the 1995 Australian Open. Called the most popular tennis player in the world, the tennis phenom has a new girlfriend, former model Brooke Shields.

The National Hockey League plays only 48 of the 82 games in the season this year due to a lockout. Following baseball’s example, hockey owners put salary caps on their players, who strike but lose out to the owner’s rule.

Track and field star Wilma Rudolph dies at the age of 54. The 20th of 22 children, she overcame polio, scarlet fever, and pneumonia to become a basketball star at 13, an Olympic bronze medalist at 16, and a winner of three gold medals in the 1960 Rome Olympics.

Whenever the Magic, led by 7’1” 300-pound Shaquille O’Neal, score 110 points, the Orlando McDonald’s restaurants redeem home game tickets for a free Big Mac. With the team selling out all 16,000 seats, the Golden Arches supply a massive Mac attack, consoling fans for the lack of a playoff victory.

The high rate of early burnout in women’s pro tennis from media pressure, trainers, and sponsors causes the parents of Venus and Serena Williams, to delay her pro debut.

Pitchman George Foreman, 45, wearing the same red trunks he sported when he fought Muhammad Ali 20 years earlier, wins the world’s heavyweight boxing title from Michael Moorer with a 10th round knockout.

Pete Sampras defeats Goran Ivanisevic in the men’s singles final at Wimbledon in July 1994, for his second straight Wimbledon title. In January, pressure of defending the title causes him to break down in tears at the 1995 Australian Open.

Having already announced her retirement from singles tennis, nine-time Wimbledon champion Martina Navratilova waves good-bye to an emotional crowd, after losing to Conchita Martinez in her last Wimbledon match.

In July, Miguel Indurain of Spain makes a triumphant entry on the Champs Elysées in Paris to win the Tour de France for the fourth straight time. He wins the 3,216 km race easily, finishing five minutes, 39 seconds ahead of the field. Greg LeMond, the only American to win the Tour de France three times, retires from racing because of health problems.
On June 14, the New York Rangers defeat the Vancouver Canucks 3 to 2 in the seventh game of the Stanley Cup play-offs, winning the coveted hockey cup for the first time in 54 years.

The Centennial Olympics will be in Atlanta, Georgia in 1996. The city will emphasize its multicultural aspects to honor athletes from around the world.

Tonya Harding, barred for life from organized skating for obstructing justice in the investigation of an assault on Nancy Kerrigan, is offered $2 million by the All Japan Women's Pro Wrestling Association to wrestle as a baddie.

Danae Torres-Gowen becomes the first Olympic swimmer to model swimsuits in the Sports Illustrated annual swimsuit issue. Goldmedalist Torres-Gowen's sporty looks break the "waifs and glamazons" mold dictated by fashion.

Greed

Fans are openly angry when a dispute between players and team owners over salary caps and other issues threatens to shut down baseball. A work stoppage begins on August 12, and no World Series is played for the first time since 1994.

In Super Bowl XXIX in Miami, the San Francisco 49ers beat the San Diego Chargers 49–26, in their record-breaking fifth Super Bowl win. Quarterback Steve Young passes for a record six touchdowns to win most valuable player.

After 52 wins, four PPG Cup titles, and $10 million in earnings, Indy car champion Mario Andretti races for the final time in his 31-year career. The four-time Indianapolis 500 champion retires in October 1994.

Basketball star Sheryl Swoopes leads the U.S. women's basketball team to a gold medal at the Goodwill Games in Russia. Earlier she led Texas Tech to an NCAA title and signed an endorsement deal with Nike.


World Cup soccer comes to the U.S. for the first time: 24 teams play 52 World Cup games in nine cities to 3,567,415 fans, culminating in a title match between Brazil and Italy. Earlier the U.S. upset Colombia, but lost to the Brazilian team, who went on to win the cup.
Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun, 85, who wrote the majority opinion in Roe v. Wade, the landmark 1973 case that guaranteed a woman's legal right to abortion, announces his retirement from the court after 24 years.

The Charles and Diana fairy-tale turned sour-bridal soap continues: A German newspaper prints nude photos of Prince Charles; he publishes a confession saying he never loved his wife. Princess Diana is suspected of making crank phone calls; an old friend who claims to be her ex-lover hawks a trashy kiss-and-tell book.

Tabitha the cat spends 12 days and 32,000 miles in the fuselage of a Tower Air 747 jet when she escapes her cat carrier and gets lost in the cargo hold. Tabitha makes television appearances after her rescue with her aspiring-actress owner. Tabitha lost two pounds during the ordeal, her owner lost six.

The Florida judge would not allow Paul Hill to use justifiable homicide as a defense in the shootings of Dr. John Britton and his bodyguard outside a Pensacola abortion clinic. Hill is found guilty of murder in the first degree.

Anna Paquin, 11, wins an Academy Award for her performance in The Piano. Says actor Gene Hackman, "I guess now you'll have no trouble getting cast in your school play."

Ronald Reagan, 83, announces he is in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease, which will cause him to rely increasingly on wife Nancy. Doctors say the easy-going ex-president should be able to function normally for several more years.

Despite hurried obsessions and death threats, Shannon Faulkner, 19, battles the all-male Citadel for the right to become the first female cadet in the 152-year history of the state-supported South Carolina military school.

In Singapore, American teenager Michael Fay is convicted of vandalism and publicly caned four times by a martial arts master, despite pleas from his family and President Clinton.

A scruffy movie idol, Johnny Depp and wispy model Kate Moss have a headline-making lovers quarrel. Depp is arrested for trash the couple's hotel room.

Cartoonist Gary Larson announces that he will retire The Far Side, a feature that began in 1978 and has appeared in 1,500 newspapers.


On this day in 1985, Michael Jackson weds Elvis' daughter, Lisa Marie Presley in a secret ceremony, May 1994. Journalists wonder if the union isn't a business arrangement or an attempt to polish Michael's public image, tarnished by claims of child molestation.

Former basketball superstar Michael Jordan improves his game for the Arizona Scottsdale Scorpions, a minor-league baseball team. He still has no plans to return to the hoops.

In about the most surprising event of the year, Michael Jackson weds Elvis' daughter, Lisa Marie Presley in a secret ceremony, May 1994. Journalists wonder if the union isn't a business arrangement or an attempt to polish Michael's public image, tarnished by claims of child molestation.
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Congratulations.  
We love you.  
Mom, Dad, and Michelle

THE LAST OF "THE ZINKS" TO GRADUATE FROM WEST  
We wish you only the very best.  
May each of your dreams come true  
Because you know we all love you!!  
Always,  
Mom, Dad, Allison, and Heather

Congratulations, Wes.  
We are very proud of you. If you believe in God and yourself,  
set your goals high and stay on track, there are no limits to your success.  

Love,  
Mom and Dad
CONGRATULATIONS, PAMELA BERMES!
And in the end, the love you take, is equal to the love you make.
Love, Dad and Linda, Mom and Denny, Kelly, Danny and
Audrey, Eric, Jill and Jennifer, Steve, Grandparents Pintozzi and
Wojciak, Shannon and Pellie.

MATTHEW HALPIN
Matt,
Congratulations!
We love you -- you're
a great kid, and we are
so very proud of you.
Love ya,
Mom and Dad

LEONARD ROSSETTI
While you probably catch better now,
with your eyes open, the enthusiasm
is still there. We enjoy and love you.
Mom and Dad
SO NOW YOU'RE EIGHTEEN, GRADUATING HIGH SCHOOL, MOVING INTO ADULTHOOD, LEAVING BEHIND FAMILIAR PLACES AND OLD FRIENDS. YOUR DECISIONS NOW WILL BE YOURS, GO TO COLLEGE, STUDY HARD. THIS IS NOW YOUR LIFE... ENJOY!

WITH ALL OUR LOVE, MOM AND DAD
LINDSAY MELSON

Best wishes for a bright future,
With lots of love,
Dad, Mom, & Laurie

JENNIFER GILBRIDE

WE LOVE YOU!! CONGRATULATIONS!!
Mom, Dad, Cindy, and Lisa

AMY MOORE

Dear Amy,
We are so proud of you.
Good luck in college.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kim

BRETT LOVE

Brett,
You have always been
very special to us.
We wish you a very bright
and happy future.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Scott, and Gregg
Michael,  
May you always be blessed with the 
precious gifts of peace, health, and happiness. 
Love you always and forever, 
Mom, Dad, and Andrea

PEDRO CARRASQUILLO
Pedro,  
For 18 years, you have enriched our 
lives in so many ways. We are proud 
of you. We love you. Congratulations 
on your graduation and good luck in 
college. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, José, Erica, and Luis

JAYNE FESTA
Jayne,  
We love you and wish 
you much success!!  
Be strong and focused 
and the world is yours.  
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Mike, 
Steven, and Kevin

MELANIE SCOTT
The search is over... 
the college has been 
selected. Your future is 
right around the corner. 
Our love and money 
go with you! 
Mom, Buddy, and Matt
ELI KATZ

Dear Eli --
May the lights of the stage and the lights of the world brighten your future.
Lots of love,
Dalia, Youval, & Oreo

TOM DEPAUL

Dear Tom,
Our hearts are filled with such pride for the wonderful person you have become. May your future be a bright one -- filled with love, success, good friends, and plenty of fun and laughter!!
Happiness always, dear son!
All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Anthony

TANIA MORALES

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have come a long way and your family celebrates this most joyous occasion with you. Sometimes we thought you would never make it. But your strength and determination proved us wrong.
Dios te bendiga.
We love you --
Mom, Papa, Anayda, and Tamara
LOUIS DOERR

Louie,
May your future always be as "bright" as your smile.
We are proud of you!
Love ya,
Mom, Dad, Nicole, Lacey, and Boo-Boo

AIMEE ESTILOW

Dear Aimee,
You are beautiful! Everything you have done has been amazing.
Keep it up!
All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Tom

KATE RODGERS

We always knew you were partial to flags!
Chin up and smile!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Tom, and Tummy

AMY BELL

Congratulations, Amy.
You have always been a hard worker. We are extremely proud of you.
Loving wishes for a life of happiness and success,
Mom, Dad, and Ed
RICK HOHMANN

Congratulations, Rick! 
You're the best! 
We're very proud of you. 
Good luck at college. 
Love, 
Mom, Cy, Carrie, and Heather

DIANE BROWNELL
HEATHER BLAIVELT

Sparkling brown eyes and a wave. A pair of blue-green eyes shining like the sky. What adventures you have shared over the past 13 years together. From little league red dirt to Florida sunsets.

Congratulations, Diane and Heather. 
You will always have our love, 
Your fans forever

JOSEPH NICHOLL

Good Luck, Joe. 
May this be the start of a bright future. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Dana

POUNEH FATHI

Charlie... It has always meant so much to me to see your smile to listen to your ideas to watch you grow, learn, and become your own person.

I am so proud to say: "That is my daughter..." 
Love Always, 
Mom

MEOW - MEOW!!!
D.C, Flea, and Omlette

Dear Poo, 
It is hard to believe that you are graduating from high school. I still think of you back in the days of barf bunny, house, and you always being Ken. Well, now you have the opportunity to be much more than Ken; but just remember no matter who you decide to be, you will always be my little sister.

Always Love, 
Pari
MELISSA RYAN

Congratulations, Lissa.
We are so proud of you.
You're the best!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Scott, and Max

JOANNA IHLNFDL

Joanna,
Every dream that you dare to dream,
really can come true!
Love,
Mom, Daddy, and Nick

KRISTINE HINDLEY

Kris,
Stay as sweet as you are.
We wish you a life full of
love, happiness, and success.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Rob, Karen, Joe,
Dawn, Kip, Robbie, Christopher,
and Molly

MILDRED SANTOS

Dearest Mildred,
We wish you the
best of everything!!!!!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Manny, and Ans
TRACY SUMLER

Congratulations, Tracy! We're so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Tia, and the guys.

EVE POLLAKIS

Dear Eve,
You possess a loving heart and a radiant smile. You've always inspired me to find the joys in life.
Congratulations and love,
Mom, Grandmom, and Maxine

ERICA JOHNSON

Erica,
Thank you for the memories of yesterday, today, and others to come.
Congratulations -- We love you.
Mom, Dad, and Kathleen

LAUREN WEBER

My Dear LaLa,
You have filled my life with so many precious memories -- from sitting as a toddler in your great-great grandmother's punch bowl to organizing our move last summer.
As you pass into another exciting phase of your life I would like to share Maya Angelou's wisdom with you:

Women should be tough, tender, laugh as much as possible, and live long lives. The struggle for equality continues unabated, and the woman warrior who is armed with wit and courage will be among the first to celebrate victory.

We love you -- We're very proud of you,
We're always there for you,
Mom, Charlie, Ben, Whiskers, and Snow.
We want you to know how proud we are of you and how deeply you are loved.
We wish you all the love, happiness and success you deserve.

Love,
Mom & Dad
SCOTT GRASER
Scott:
You've always been a happy person with a great personality.
We're proud of you.
Keep up the good work.
Love,
Mom and Dad

LAUREL SINGER
Eighteen years and nothing has changed -- I still love you, I'm still proud of you, and . . . I'm still trying to hide the car keys from you!
Love,
Dad

TRISH OBERG
Congratulations, Trish!
You have made us so proud! We hope all your dreams come true and hope your future is full of happiness and success.
Our love goes with you always,
Mom, Dad, and Johnny

ADRIENNE GUM
Congratulations! We love you.
Mom and Alicia

NOELLE EGAN
Congratulations.
I wish you health, happiness, and a fulfilling future.
Love,
Mom

WILLIAM OBRINGER
Congratulations, Will.
Dear Michael:  
Congratulations. We are very proud of you.  
May your future bring you much happiness  
and success.  
Love,  
Mom, Dad, Jennifer, Kimberly, and Brian

You've brought much happiness to our lives.  
"Go follow your dream..."  
We love you!  
Mom and Dominique

Pumpkin,  
From your first breath we knew our lives would be so  
full of joy and love. Now the  
world is yours to change and  
make a better place. If anyone  
can do it, you can.  
Love and Peace,  
Mom and Dad

More than our daughter, our best friend.
Chris,

We love your smiling eyes, your friendly humor, your helping hands, and your keen mind. Give them to the world — and the world will be yours.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Meg
BRYAN COUCHON

Bryan,
You have given us many happy memories!
Never lose sight of what is truly important to
you. You can do anything, if you set your
mind to it. We love you!!
Mom, Garrett, Shain, and Shannon

LISA ANN KEMP

KRISTIN GUY

Kristin,
You're one of a kind
and we love you!
Congratulations!

DAVE ADOFF

Dave -- You'll always be
our baby and we'll always
be very proud of you.
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom and Dad
ERIN GALLAGHER
Satisfy your Dream!
Love,
Mom and Dad

JEFFREY COHEN
Best wishes for a successful and bright future. May all your dreams come true.
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Rebecca, and Matt

ADAM SMITH
Congratulations, Adam! We love you very much.
Mom, Dad, and Justin

STACIE GREEN
Stacie —
We're so proud of you! Keep smiling that beautiful smile.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Diane,
John, and Justin
JOHN WENZEL

Congratulations and Best Wishes in all you do!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jeff

KIMBERLY MOY

Kimberly --
We're very proud of you!
We made it!
Love,
Dad, Mom,
Natalie, and Michelle

ANGELA PURCELL

For all that you were . . .
We hold memories
For all that you are . . .
We hold joys and laughter
For all that you'll ever be . . .
We hold dreams

Our love forever,
Mom, Dad, Anna,
Alissa, and Big Guy

MARC MONICHETTI

Congratulations,
Love,
Mom
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KAREN JONES

Ever since you were born you have been special: Your first steps, your race down the hockey field, your spring off the board, and notes from your flute. We are so proud of all that you have done.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kevin

JEFF GOLIA

What a difference 16 years make!
Love ya, Jeff,
Mom and Andy

MEGAN ECKIS

You've come a long way, Megan, and we're proud of you! Congratulations!
Love,
Mom Dad
John Allison
Jim

JASON BRAND

Dear Jason,

Wisely improve the present.
It is thine
Go forth to meet the shadowy future without fear, and with a manly heart.

-- Longfellow

You've only just begun --
And we'll be there for you always.
We're so very proud.

Love forever,
Mom and Dad
RANDI GILPER

Is this the little girl
I carried?
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kevin, and Josh

JIM O’DONNELL

Congratulations!
May your future be filled
with happiness and success.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Mike

HOLLY KRAMBECK

MELISSA McBRIDE

Missie dear,
You bring sunshine and joy into our lives. We are so
proud of you and all your accomplishments. With God’s
guiding hand we know you will succeed in everything
you do -- so follow your dreams.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kim, Stacey, and John
REBECCA EFFLER

You've come a long way -- from violin, to piano, to horn.

Tanglewood 1994 -- What a great summer with Yo-Yo Ma, Itzhak Perlman, Joshua Bell...

Becky--
You have been beautiful music to our ears.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Tammy

CHRISTINA HARRIS

Chrissy,
Congratulations. We are very proud of you.
You are the best. We love you very much.
Mom, Dad, Rob, and Joanne

ERIC ROTHMAN

Congratulations, Eric!
This is just the beginning!
May all your dreams come true.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Michael, and Julie

TONY AUMILLER

Tony --
Life is your watermelon.
Indulge!
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Lisa
DENISE MURRAY

The sparkle in your eyes and sunshine of your smile will always warm our hearts.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Diane, Colleen, Maureen, and Michelle

KRISTINA BORDI

Kristina:
Congratulations on your graduation!
Love and best wishes,
Mom, Mom-Mom, George, Andy, Ben, and Tom Bordi.

MATT ENGLESON

Congratulations.
We are so proud of you!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, & Steve

DENISE MURRAY

To a special niece who always makes me laugh ... May your future be bright and full of happiness.
Love,
Aunt Dorothy
MICHELE FURMAN

Thanks for all the love, laughter, and pride you've always brought to us. We love you.
Mom, Dad, and Mike

NANCY MERTZ

Julie,
Congratulations. May you always find the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.
Love,
Mom and Michael

ELIZABETH MURRAY

Elizabeth,
We loved you as a baby,
We loved you as a child,
We love you now and always will.
We're proud of the woman you've become, and know you'll succeed in all you do.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Chrissy
Genevieve Garrido

You’ve excelled above and beyond our expectations.
You’ve proven yourself worth all our efforts and sacrifices.
You are a dream come true for us!

Need we ask for more?

Love Always,
Mom and Dad

Your smiles give us happiness,
Your achievements give us pride,
And your future gives us hope.
For all that you have achieved
and will still achieve in the future—
Congrats!
From your grandmas (Nanny and Tita),
Aunts (Ely, Edna, and Amy),
and cousins (Gemma, Jay, Jigs, Debbie, Kris, and Angelo)
DAVE FLYNN

Congratulations.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Brad

CAROLYN THORPE

To Carolyn,
For sunny smiles and rainbow days,
For athletic thrills and academic heights,
For always caring, always sharing, and always giving your best,
Our love and admiration,
MOM, DAD, and ADRIENNE

JEREMY MUNGER

Keep that glint in your eyes and that smile on your face! Our sax man is all grown up...
Love,
Mom and Bill

I'm so proud of my little baby brother!
Congratulations!
Love,
Jess ('91)
JILL ROSEN AND DEBBIE GOLDBERG

You've had a special friendship
All through the years
Never let it end
Through happiness and tears.

Congratulations, girls!
Love,
Your Moms

DENISE PETTEK

TRACEY JOHNSON

We are all very proud of the wonderful young woman you've become. We know you will go very far in life. We love you very much.
Dad, Mom, and Mémère

ZACHARY WILKING

Each of us has something truly unique to offer the world if only we have the courage to dream and the determination to make our dreams come true. Take pride in yourself, Zach, for you are truly unique and such a special part of our lives. We love you and wish you a future that brings the very best to you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jake
KATHLEEN NANNI

You are our "sunshine"
a wonderful sister
a beautiful daughter
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Kelly, and Al

"Be humble -- be teachable.
Lean upon the wisdom
of others, 'Till you have
gained your own."
-- Eliza Farnham

SUGEY VEIZAGA

Sugey,
Mommy and Daddy's little
girl. We are so proud of you.
We wish you the best of luck
in the future.
We love you,
Mom and Dad

JENNIFER GARFUNKEL

Dear Jen,
You have always made us
very proud. Keep it up!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Sylvan

GIAN YOUNG

Dear Gian,
To the best son and grandson anyone could have.
Wherever your life's journey may take you, the love of family will
always be nearby.
Love,
Mom, Grandmom, Grandpop, Betty, and Pop Pop
Congratulations!
You’ve done a great job and we’re very proud of you. You, too, are a star child.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jessica
CHRIS MATARESE

ALL OUR LOVE,
MOM + DAD

CARA MCCAFFERTY

We thank God each day
for the precious gift of you.
"You are our sunshine."
We love you,
Mom and Dad

To my sister and
my friend,
follow your
dreams
and have fun!
I'll miss you.
Love,
David

LISA SYDNEY SELIGER

Lisa --
Side by side by side forever!
We love you,
Sarah and Aaron

Lisa --
From Grover and Clarkson to the telephone and your
35mm . . . you've explored so much already. Continue to focus
on goodness.

We love you,
Mom and Dad

Baby Ads
LINDA ALESSANDRINI

We love you very much --
Have a great time at college!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Cheryl

JODI DORATO

To Jodi,
Congratulations! We're so proud of you. We wish you all the success and happiness as you begin the next phase of your life.

With Our Love,
Mom and Bobby

JAIME WHITLOCK

You have brought joy, creativity, and a lot of fun to those around you. Your strength of character is mixed with a wry humor that keeps us smiling. Set high standards for yourself. You are the writer of your future and the fulfiller of your dreams. We are so proud of you and love you very much.

MOM and DAD
HAL HARRY NEEMAN

You are the "Incredible Hulk"—intellectually, emotionally, and in character. We are so lucky to have a son and brother like you! Our "Hero."

Love,
Mom, Tommy, and Haley
Congratulations, Shell!!!

You were always afraid of bugs and icky things
But never afraid of hard work and the pride it brings!!
Good luck always!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mike, and Emily

Good Luck -- Best Wishes
All our love always --
Mom, Dad, Lauren, and Jason

Dear Sarah,
We love you and are so proud of you.
You'll always be our beautiful girl.
Love,
Mom and Dad

P.S. Nice Nose!

Amy, Your world is no longer bounded by ours. It stretches out to new horizons with pathways of your choosing. Go quickly now with all of your energy and enthusiasm, and with all our love and blessings.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Fran, and Elizabeth
KIRK JONES

We're very proud of you and wish you much joy and laughter and success.

Love always,
Mom and Kreg

JAIMEE MILLER

Always Reaching
Always Shining
We all love you!
Your entire family.

DANIELLE ROSENFELD

Congratulations Dani,
May all your dreams come true.
Love always,
Mom, Bob, Jodi, and Stacie

My precious child
When you came to be, you brought indescribable joy to our lives.
The years passed as quickly as a daydream.

A horizon looms,
The first day of school,
And you can't wait!

A hint of talents and accomplishments.

And now . . .
A new horizon.
As you have always been,
Continue to be.
HAT UP AND GO FOR IT!!

GINA FANTOZZI

Dio vi benedica.
Our love forever,
Your Dad and Mom
NICK GARNETT

We never know the love of the parent till we become parents ourselves. When we bend over the cradle of our own child, God throws back the temple door, and reveals to us the sacredness and mystery of a father's and a mother's love.

-- Henry Ward Beecher

Congratulations, Nick.
Love,
Mom and Dad

DANA SEIDNER

Dana,
Congratulations! May all your dreams come true.
We wish you health and happiness and love today and always.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Amy

WARREN LEUNG

Dear Warren,
Congratulations on your first step, and Good Luck as you keep on walking.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Sara

TRACEE CARNOVALE

To my sweet beautiful Tracee,
FROM A BEAUTIFUL BABY TO A FINE YOUNG LADY, YOU HAVE ALWAYS MADE ME PROUD TO BE TRACEE'S MOM.
GOOD LUCK IN YOUR FUTURE WHATEVER YOU CHOOSE...
I'M SURE YOU'LL BE A SUCCESS!!
I LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY HEART.
Mom

We must never abandon our search for knowledge For it is this that allows for our existence. However, in the quest for omniscience one must not forget how to love. For it is this that makes us uniquely human.

I hope my presence has touched your life, for yours has certainly touched mine, and that spirit that lives in each shall abide in us through time.
MIRIAM MILLER

Mir,
We luv ya bunches!
Mommy and Daddy

TOM PELCZARSKI

PAT WILKENS

May the road rise up to meet you,
May the wind always be at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face,
And the rain fall soft upon your fields.
And until we meet again,
May God hold you in the palm of his hand.
We've given you the roots — now your wings.

Love,
Mom and Dad

DANIELLE GULLI

Congratulations! Whatever your dreams — may your life be full of wonderful times. We love everything about you and are all soooooo proud. Remember that always.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Adrianna, and all "The Kids"
NICOLE IPPOLITO

We're all very proud of the beautiful young woman you've become! We love you!
Mom, Dad, Anthony, and Mike

CARL RAFA

Dear Carl,
You have been a great pleasure in our lives since the moment you were born. We wish you all the happiness and success in life you so richly deserve.
Love,
Mom and Dad

TRICIA OCHAL

... And so become yourself because the past is just a good-bye.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and BJ

SUSAN BACK

You've got that winning smile!
Congratulations, Sue!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Steve
WE'VE WATCHED YOU GROW FROM BABY TO GRAD AND THINK OF ALL THE TERRIFIC TIMES WE'VE HAD. WE CAN'T BELIEVE HOW FAST THE TIME HAS GONE TOO BAD IT WASN'T AS LONG AS IT TAKES YOU TO CUT THE LAWN! WE WISH YOU HAPPINESS AND LUCK IN ALL THE THINGS YOU DO AND HOPE YOU KNOW WE WILL ALWAYS BE RootING FOR YOU.

LOVE,
MOM AND DAD, BILL AND LISA, MARY AND JACK, EILEEN AND CHRIS, NANCY, ERNIE, AND JASON, TOO.

CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS OF 1995!

Dear Jenny,
Congratulations on your graduation from high school. Lots of success and happiness in college and in the years to come.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mindy, and Sherrie

Congratulations, Jack!
We are so proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kristin
LISA LYSAK

"Eesa" • cob on the corn • huggable • dolphins • Captain Black • Kit Kats • South Street • Woodstock '94 • gorgeous hair • Russian Wanda • flower girl • reDRUM • Toggenberg • ballet • driving • Florida • "You are my sunshine" • Letterman Show • "Lazer" • "It's something I had to do"

We love you, Lisa!

Mom, Dad, Kristin, and Nicholas

DEBORAH SUSAN KELLER

Dear Debby,
You've come a long way baby,
but look at you now!
We love you.

Mom, Dad, and Andy
That's what friends are for.
BRIAN NEIL MYERS

Brian,
First born -- Big Brother
You brought us pride and joy and continue to do so.
Congratulations -- wishing you a future filled with happiness,
love, and success.

We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Michael

JESSICA LEE OLSSON

Dear Jessica,
The early years of your childhood have gone by so quickly, you have grown
and matured to become such a beautiful young woman!
Now, you must enter adulthood with our wishes for the best life
has to offer, with all the love and support we have to give.

Congratulations!
Dad, Mom, Nicole,
and Stephen

RON FERTIG

We’re proud of you!
From your loving family

CHRIS STANIEC

Dear Chris,
Congratulations and best wishes to you as you finish high school. We are very
proud of you. Good luck in college.
Love,
Mom and Dad

GREGG FREEDMAN

Gregg:
We wish you a wonderful life.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Lisa, and Wendy
Never stop moving forward,
Life is waiting for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Paul, Greg, and Brett
SARA WEIZENBAUM

You're wonderful, we love you dearly -- but after all these years, we still can't tell if your name is Sara or Tammy.

Love always,
Mom, Danny, and Coy

AMI ATIYA

Ami,
You have been a joy from the very beginning.
You have made us very proud.
Always remember: You are a star!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Simon, and Renée

JULIE ARCAINI

Julie,
Congratulations! Loved you when you were my little blond baby and love you more now whatever color your hair may be today.
Love,
Dad

Julie,
Congratulations on your graduation. Next, college.
We love you very much.
Love,
Mom, Gary, and Nicole
To my Darling Dara,
May your life be as bright and beautiful as you. You have made me very proud.

Love forever,
Mom, Family, and your crazy cat
JULIETTA SHOAF

To laugh often and love much
To win the respect of intelligent persons and the affection of children.
To earn the approbation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false friends
To appreciate beauty
To find the best in others
To give one's self
To leave the world a bit better, whether by a healthy child, a garden
patch or a redeemed social condition
To have played and laughed with enthusiasm and sung with exultation
To know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived—

Ralph Waldo Emerson

BILL Kwasniewski

Dear Bill,
As you sail into your
future, we hope your
horizons are bright.
You've been a beacon
of light in our lives.
We love you.
Mom and Dad

STEPHANIE RITORTO

Stephanie,
You will always be our
special angel. Best wishes
and good luck.
Mom, Dad, Christina,
and P.J.

JIM VASQUEZ

"In everything you do, put God first, and
he will direct you and crown your efforts
with success."
-- Proverbs 3:6

We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Nancy
TODD GROVES

Todd Groves,
"You won't lag behind, because you'll have the speed. You'll pass the whole gang and you'll soon take the lead. Wherever you fly, you'll be the best of the best. Wherever you go, you will top all the rest."
-- Dr. Seuss

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Christy

NICOLE NADER

We wish you beautiful memories of yesterday, happiness and joy today, and fulfillment in your world tomorrow.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Wadi, Trevor, dear Ma, and Boomp

PETER FASNACHT

Congratulations, Peter.
We wish you love, happiness and success always. Carpe Diem.
Love,
Mom and Dad

MEGHAN K. JAMES

Meghan K. James,
We do not remember the days, we remember the moments!
Love,
Mom, Katie, & G-Pop
HANS PARK

Our gift from the Lord!!
God completed our family with a "Double Blessing."
May life continue to guide and direct you both.

With all of our love,
Dad, Mom, Dina, and Kara
Bogart and Benny and Mollyfruit, too.
SIMONA GHEROGLI

We wonder how it happened that you grew so fast, so beautiful, and now ready to pass through the gate of your professional life.
All the luck in the world from Mom and Dad, and more from the mini-zoo: Tuffy, Gipsy, Janis, and Stony.

SHYLA PELLETIER

Thank you to the families of the Class of '93 for the biggest (and best) Baby Ad Section ever.
The Rambant Staff
Purple Patrons
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Laraine and Herb Allen
Anonymous
Mrs. Gloria J. Banks
The Barker Family
Ms. Laurie Bieber
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Judy and Conrad Brahlin
Ron and Jan Bush
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The Correia Family
Ann and John Coticone
Dennis, Elaine, and Toby Davidow
Jack Devine
Joan Dorfmann and Matthew Carr
Tom and Jan Dugan
Doug and Amy Eaton
Carolyn Eggleston
The Erhard Family
Jay and Mary Lou Ervin
Lynn and Gary Fisher
Mrs. Maria Flamponis
Bruce and Karen Grossman
Industrial Arts Dept.
Vicki and Tony Jennings
Mr. Robert Josephs
Donald N. Kohlhaas
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley B. Kruger

Nancy and Karl Lapidow-Johnson
Geri Lifshey
Mrs. Amy Mastil
Andy and Julie McIlvaine
Mrs. Cheryl A. Melleby
The Migliaccio Family
Elise and Myron Miller
Dr. & Mrs. George P. Millili & Sons
Nick and Barbara Mitidieri
Thomas and Pamela Mozer
The Mulieri Family
Mr. Munyan
Mrs. Andrea Niessner
Mercedes Veronica Nix
Martha Ostertag
The Primost Family: Harvey, Rona, Brian, & Jay
Michelle Pryor
Bill and Marion Reigle
Christine and Barry Rock
J. Scott Ryan
Wesley and Barbara Savage
Mr. Schwesig and Family
Lesley Solomon
Scott and Barbara Springman
Ms. Allison Staffin
Michele and Tom Trotman
Thomas and Francine Tudor
Friends

Heather Bush and Suzanne Mlynarczyk

Ming Ling, Jeff Golia, and Joe Young

Aimee Dein, Jaime Fleigel, and Jaynee Glassman

Eric Lahuta and Stan Perzeproski

Melissa Ryan and Lauren Mullan

Julie Cuneo, Stephanie Ritorto, and Megan Eckis
'95 Best

Jeremy Munger and Jaimee Miller

Kate Rodgers and Justin Rodgers

Lisa Seliger and Patrick Wilkins

Brian Myers and Pedro Carrasquillo

Jeanine Horvath, Linda Helm, Kathleen Nanni, Stacey Clark, and Jeannine Fanelli

Michelle Harp, Lindsay Melson, Michele Furman, and Lindsey Widerman
Friends

Erica Johnson and Melissa Ryan

Brian Lo, Kristine Saldaña, and Chuck Pruna

Greg Heller, Lisa Kemp, Jack Chiang, and Matt Thomas

Casey Marshall and Kate Rodgers

Sarah McIlvaine and Jim Vasquez
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Cindy Wai and Julietta Shoaf

Christine Allen and Jennifer Albright

Stephanie Augustine and Amy Arrison

Charissa Hronek, Nancy Mertz, Trish Oberg, and Nicole Nader

Janice Santigo and Sheryl Brenhuber
Friends

Laura Charney and Lisa Maroccia

Stacy and Debbie Goldberg

Jeff White, Lisa Kemp, Kate Rodgers, and Joe Young

Nancy Mertz and Trish Oberg

Jack Chiang and Lisa Kemp

Stephanie Ritorto and Julie Cuneo

Best Friends 295
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Jermy Munger and Scott Graser

Michele Furman, Jill Rosen, Chrissy Harris, Jaimee Miller, Eli Katz, Kate Nanni, Lindsay Melson, and Adrienne Gum

Gen Garrido and Helen Chan
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Friends

Lisa and Aaron Seliger

Matt and Melanie Scott

Kate Rodgers and Chris Stapleton

Stephanie Augustine and Liz Petrella

Maria Chassels and Chris Kelly

Melissa Ryan, Mike Dapolone, Jody Gerst, Jim Vasquez, and Sarah McIlvaine
E & P Kitchens & Appliances Inc.
Bathroom Vanities
1920 Washington Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19146
QUALITY AND SERVICE WITHOUT COMPROMISE
Emilio Chila Peter Biscchia

for Great Homemade Foods Call...
Carabasi's Catering
(609) 667-1293
N. Kings Hwy. - Cherry Hill, NJ - Joe Sr. & Joe Jr. Carabasi

CHERRY HILL PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Richard A. Simon
Principal
Cherry Hill High School West
Chapel Avenue
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
(609) 663-8006

PHILA KITCHEN & BATH INC
828 Washington Ave. Phil. 215-545-5804
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19143

Best Wishes
From Your Friends
At
UHR Electric
GE Supply Uhr Northern

1641 E. Marlton Pike, P.O. Box 5005
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034-0363
NJ: 609 795-4600, Fx: 609 795-5375

Richard S. Rubin B.S., R.Ph. • Barry Neff • Jerome Neff B.S., R.Ph.
CHAPEL PHARMACY
Now There's A Reason To Come Back To Your Neighborhood Drug Store.
600 N. Kings Highway, Cherry Hill, N.J. (609) 667-1640 667-1999 (FAX)

ROMA Aluminium Co., Inc.
Manufacturers of Thermal Insulated Windows & Insulating Glass Products
Custom commercial and Residential Quality Products
1924 Washington Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19146
(215) 545-5700
Fax (215) 546-3029
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CLASS OF 1995
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Yoon, Jee-165
Young, Glen-116, 208, 267
Young, Joseph-124, 130, 135, 208, 218, 290, 291, 293, 295
Young, Michael-62, 79, 171
Young, Nicholas-134, 165
Yuhl, Pavel-54, 135
Z
Zacharia, Arman-165
Zakarian, David-99, 136, 171
Zametti, Amy-38, 176
Zametti, Kelli
Zantinger, Heather-101, 114, 165
Zautinger, Tara-171
Zibkowicz, Dyna-99, 124, 141, 166
Zelitz, Christopher-165
Zelen, Boris-171
Zeplin, Eric-108, 110, 112, 134, 155, 165
Zick, Amanda-109, 171
Zick, Melissa-145, 208, 242
Zippel, Jon-171
Zuber, Benjamin-35, 101, 142, 165
Widerman, Lindsey-51, 137, 166, 292
Wilcox, Patrick-62, 85, 207, 275, 292
Wilking, Zachary-207, 266
Williams, Chad-165
William, Kevin-84, 40, 207, 213
Williams, Jacobin-101, 120, 171
Williams, Nicole-64, 171
Willingham, Tyasha-65, 107, 149, 165
Willis, Dennis-207
Wilson, Bethel-145
Wilson, Francis-176
Wilson, Quantum-156
Wilson, Timothy-134, 142
Windriche, Randy-43, 166
Windriche, Stacy-39, 64, 141, 176
Winfield, Heather-101, 145, 171
Wolf, Ryan-118, 176
Wooden, Karen-171
Womack, Brandon-34, 171
Wong, Judy-165
Wong, Wendy-165
Woodcock, Kelly-36, 72, 146, 171
Woodcock, Sean-132, 207
Wooden, Amy-99, 100, 176
Woodworth, Peter-152
Woodworth, William-208
Wormlow, Phyllis-165
Wurtz, Robert-165
Wyburt, Abigail-98, 102, 132, 137, 147, 176
Accomplished Musicians 104-105
Advanced Technological Club 135
Alma mater 208-209
Aides Clerks 31
Amethyst 111
Amnesty International 118
Asian Culture Club 125
Aspects 129
Assistant Principals 18-19
Baby Ads 241-288
Baseball 34-35
Basketball
Boys 70-71
Girls 72-73
Best Friends 290-298
Bowling 74-75
Broadway Night 96-97
Campus Police 36
Chamber Singers 102
Chainsaws 100
Cheerleading 58-59
Chess Club 134
Children's Show 150-151
Comic Book Club 134
Class History 226-227
Concert Band 108
Concert Choir 99
Crews 148-149
Cross Country 52-53
Current Events insert
DECA 138
Faculty 17-32
Field Hockey 50-51
Football 54-55
Forensics 136
French Club 122
Freshmen 162-165
Golf 48-49
Gymnastics 60-61
Hall of Fame 214-215
Homecoming events 82-85
Indoor Drum Line 110
International Culture Club 124
Italian Club 121
Jazz Band 109
Junior Classical League 121
Junior Miss 88-89
Juniors 172-176
K-Wing 222-223
Lacrosse 38-39
Lacrosse Club 116
Lions Roar 132
Marching Band 112
Media Center 30
Men of Note 103
Mr. West 92-93
Mock Trial 133
Multi Cultural Holiday Celebration 126-127
National Honor Society 213
Nature Defense 119
Orchestra 107
Order of the Lion 212
PAVAS 218-219
Peer Leadership 141
Peer Mediation 140
Principals 18-19
Project Graduation 117
Purple Patrons 289
Rampant 130-131
Respect for Drugs 137
ROTC 142-143
SADD 137
School Board 32
School Store 138
Science Club 135
Secretaries 31
Senior Directory 228-239
Senior Government 224-225
Senior Portraits 178-208
Senior Spotlight 216-217
SGO 114-115
Shop West 139
Soccer
Boys 62-63
Girls 64-65
Spring Musical 152-157
Student Leadership Council 141
Student Aides 144-145
Summer Scholars 210-211
Superintendency 32
Swimming 76-77
Symphonic Band 108
Talent Show 90-91
Tennis
Boys 40-41
Girls 66-67
Theater Workshop 146
Thespian Society 147
Visitors 128
Vocal Workshop 101
Volleyball
Boys 46-47
Girls 68-69
West Singers 98
Wind Ensemble 106
Wrestling 78-79